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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to determine if the judgments of Montana's high school United States
history teachers and the judgments of Montana's college and university United States history professors
coincide regarding essential content topics for an eleventh grade course in United States history.
A questionnaire was developed and tested for validity and reliability. The instrument collected
judgments of the two populations concerning the relative importance of forty-four topical areas. In
addition, judgments concerning course length, grade level placement, the required status of United
States history, and the minimum number of quarter credits deemed appropriate for high school United
States history teachers were collected and compared. Respondents were also asked to assign an
appropriate percentage of teaching time to five chronologically arranged periods of United States
history.
The questionnaires were sent to all of the United States history teachers and college and university
United States history professors in Montana. Each item on the questionnaire was examined by means
of a chi square statistic to determine if there was a significant difference between the judgments of the
two populations.
In general, the results show that the two populations ideally agree on the relative importance of
thirty-nine of the forty-four topics. In light of what United States history teachers judge to be actual
course content, however, agreement between the two populations is mixed.
Of the forty-four topics presented, this analysis surfaced agreement concerning the relative importance
of twenty topics. And the ideal-actual discrepancy analysis as judged by teachers showed agreement on
three topics. In addition, the two populations agreed on an appropriate course length, the required status
of United States history and the grade level placement of United States history. There was also little
difference in the percentage of teaching time each population assigned to various historical periods.
There was disagreement, however, between the minimum number of credits appropriate for Montana's
United States history teachers.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine if the
judgments of Montana's high school United States history
teachers and the judgments of Montana's college and univ
ersity United States history professors coincide' regarding
essential content topics for an eleventh grade course in
United States history.
A questionnaire was developed and tested for val- •
idity and reliability„ The instrument collected judgments
of the two populations concerning the relative importance
of forty-four topical areas. In addition, judgments con
cerning course length, grade level placement, the required
status of United States history, and the minimum number of
quarter credits deemed appropriate for high school United
States history teachers were collected and compared„ Res
pondents were also asked to assign an appropriate percent
age of teaching time to five chronologically, arranged
periods of United States history.
The questionnaires were sent to all of the United
States history.teachers and college and university United
States history professors in Montana.
Each item on the
questionnaire was examined by means of a chi square statis
tic to determine if there was a significant difference
between the judgments of the two populations.
In general, the results show that the two popula
tions ideally agree on the relative importance of thirty-.
nine of the forty-four topics.
In light of what United
States history teachers judge to be actual course content,
however, agreement between the two populations is mixed.
Of the forty-four topics presented, this analysis surfaced
agreement concerning the relative importance of twenty
topics.
And the ideal-actual discrepancy analysis as
judged by teachers showed agreement on three topics.
In
addition, the two populations agreed on an appropriate
course length, the required status of United States history
and the grade level placement of United States history.
There was also little difference in the percentage of
teaching time each population assigned to various histor
ical periods.
There was disagreement, however, between the
minimum number of credits appropriate for Montana's
United States history teachers.

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION
In September of 1973, Montana's Board of Public
Education mandated a review of the standards for public
school accreditations.

The board determined that the

first review would occur in 1976 and would be repeated
every other year thereafter.

Dolores Colberg, the State

Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1973, invited
those interested to submit suggestions as to how Montana's
standards for public school accreditation could be
amended.

In response to Colberg'' s request. Dr. James

Burke, Secondary Education Supervisor in the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, recommended that
United States history be eliminated as a required course
relative to Montana's' Standards for Accreditation of
Public Schools.

While recommending a revision of

Montana's standards for public school accreditation, Burke
argued that the local school districts should be given
the responsibility for the decision as to the required
status of United States history at the high school level.
He argued:
This change will provide more flexibility in
meeting individual needs of students while not re
ducing the minimum number of required credits . . .
:
'
-1

i.

J

.'

I

-

a-.-
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The onus for providing a curriculum to prepare
students for citizenship . . . will rest with the
local school officials (Digest: ' Suggestions for
Revision of the Standards for Accreditation of
Montana Schools,. 1975:47).
Burke's proposal caused a stir in Montana as to
the usefulness of requiring the teaching of United States
history in Montana high schools.

While the main thrust of

Burke's recommended revisions was defeated after a pro
longed and bitter controversy, .the amended Standards' for
Accreditation of Montana High Schools does provide the
local boards of trustees with the authority to waive
United States history " . . .

based on individual student

needs and performance levels" (1976:22).

Generally, how

ever, state law continues to require the teaching of one
unit (one year) of United States history at the eleventh
grade level (1976:22)..

No additional guidelines are pro

vided .to Montana's high school United States history
teachers by the State of Montana.
Burke's proposal earmarked in Montana a larger
but earlier national call for the elimination of United
States history as a high school graduation requirement
(Wesly, 1967:3).

In fact, the National Council for the

Social Studies reported in 1977 that a growing number of

3

states were eliminating United States history requirements
altogether (Cross:197) .

In addition,, the council also

demonstrated that the national high school enrollment
figures depicted a severe drop in the number of students
taking United States history from 1970 to 1975 (Cross:197).
The general trend to question the viability of
teaching and taking United States history only typified
what the American Historical Society referred.to in 1975
as the "crisis" state of history in American public
schools (Kirkendall, 1975:557)1
These and similar events in the 1960's and the
19701s touched off an intense debate relative to the
usefulness of United States history within the general
area of the social studies.

Some argued that the crisis

was the partial result of the influence of presentism
which had been notoriously popularized during the early
1970's (Kirkendall, 1975:557).

Others suggested that the

problem'stemmed from a lack of cooperation between high
school United States history teachers and college and uni
versity United States history professors (Bolster, 1962:
65).

Still others maintained that the specific lack of

4
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guidelines relative to course content had caused a "ster
ile repetition" of historical data and thereby a general
student dissatisfaction with the teaching of United
States history (Hechingerz 1967:27).

These and other ar

guments continue to ferment within the general construct
of the United States history curriculum.
'.

This study will examine the issue of course con

tent as it relates to the teaching of United States his
tory in Montana's high schools.

The remainder of this

chapter will make more explicit the nature of the problem,
the need and purpose of the study, and.the general pro
cedures to be utilized.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The problem of this study was to determine if the
judgments of Montana's high school United States history
teachers and the judgments of Montana's college and
university United States history professors coincide re
garding essential content topics for an eleventh grade
course in United States history.

This study was conducted

during the 1978-1979 academic school year.

5

NEED AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

One of the most difficult tasks for any United
States history teacher is to determine a viable yet
appropriate course content for the study of United
States history.

James M. Wallace (1962:17) has argued

that attempting to maintain both historical quality and
student interest, while teaching the whole spectrum of
United States history, has produced a "continual tension"
among United.States history teachers.

Ralph W. Cordier

(1962:189), Professor of History at Indiana State College
in Pennsylvania and the 1968 president of the National
Council for the Social Studies, agreed and further asserted
that it was not possible to adequately develop all aspects
of United States history in one year.

While suggesting

historical limitation, Cordier (1962:185) noted that with
out guidelines, the study of United States history can be
reduced ". . . to a superficial perusal of the subject
and the learning of the so-called but sometimes irrelevant
facts of history."
The responsibility for selecting, developing, and
interpreting course content has been a continual problem
for the United States history teacher.

As early as 1952

6

Richard E . Gross (157) noted that teachers were developing
an "increasing desire for a framework or guidelines . . .
relative to the whole context of the United States history
curriculum."

Arthur S . Bolster, Professor of History at

Harvard, made the same observation and correspondingly
urged America's professional historians to assist public
school teachers in producing realistic answers to the cen
tral curriculum problems of historical context (1962:65).
The whole concept of a viable historical construct
became even more clouded with the advent, in the early
1960 's , of the "New Social Studies" .

Educational reformers

began to stress the importance of historical issues and
concepts in an attempt to bring the study of United States
history into a more present perspective.

Speaking of the

lack of design of many of the new "curriculum ventures",
Albert S . Anthony (1967:577) argued that the "New Social
Studies" programs did not effectively address the area of
course content;
Despite the fact that decisions regarding the
selection of content are inevitable, some of the new
ventures have done their best to avoid any commit
ments. of this nature. As an example, one project
has tried to sidestep the problem by passing it on
to the teacher (1967:577).
What Anthony was referring to was a typical

7

attempt by a high school history committee to avoid the
controversy over the selection of course content by
providing alternative units.

Teachers were allowed to

choose freely from a variety of subjects (Halseyr 1963:
249-252)
The apparent lack of direction of the 1960'1s led
high school and university personnel alike to express a
deep concern relative to what loomed as a serious deter
ioration of the place of the social studies in the public
school academic program.

It was as a result of that con

cern that the National Council for the Social Studies
sponsored a national survey to determine the status of the
social studies in secondary schools.

Participants in

forty-nine states responded to the 1976 survey.

The study

demonstrated an overall dramatic decline in student en
rollment in the social studies from 1961 to 1975 (Gross,
1977:196).

Specifically, from 1970 to 1975 the enrollment

in United States history courses demonstrated a steep and
steady decline.

In fact, while the general school enroll

ment was increasing, the typical United States school
district reflected a 13% reduction in United States history
enrollment (Gross, 1977:196).
In response to reports■relative to the declining

8enrollment of students in United States history programs,
the Organization of American Historians formed a joint
Committee with the American Historical Association to
study the status of history,in schools.

In 1975.that

joint committee published a report that had been drawn
from respondents in every state but one and the District
of Columbia.

The committee, agreeing with the National

Council for the Social Studies., reported that history
was in a state of crisis and that the high school enroll
ment had been continually taking serious downturns
(Kirkendall, 1975:557-570).

Richard S . Kirkendall>

Chairman of the Committee, concluded the report by
suggesting that " . . .

doubts about its (history) useful

ness for the individual and for society now exert a large
influence on attitudes and decisions.

These facts must

be . . . faced . . ." (1975:570) .
Writing nearly one year later, Kirkendall (1976:
450) noted that United States history teachers lacked
the proper training and as a result " . . .

history courses

were narrow and almost exclusively factual, lacking the
benefits that could be supplied by the concepts and in
sights . . .

of the great historians."

He concluded by

suggesting that the problem could be eased with a greater
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effort at cooperation between educators at the high school
and college levels (Kirkendall, 1976:450).
In a specific response to the report by.the
Organization of American Historians, Fred M. Hechinger
(1976:27) initiated a survey of high school United States
history students in seven states.

Hechinger interviewed

each student individually with the intention of determin
ing the true nature of the well publicized crisis.

He ■
'

found that students were consistently complaining about a
lack of continuity in the course content which, he conclu
ded, was leading to a ". . . sterile repetition . . ."in
such areas as the Revolutionary and Civil War periods
producing distinct historical gaps (Hechinger, 1976:27).
Expressing a similar alarm, George Sykes reviewed
the changing perspectives in the social studies in his
presidential address to the National Council for the
Social Studies annual meeting in 1975.

After discussing

the recent seventy year history of the movement of the
". . . educational pendulum . . ."in the social studies,
Sykes (1975:246) belatedly concluded that ". . . social
studies teachers must ask once again, "What should.we teach
and why?1"
Riqhard Kirkendall1s (1975:570) fear that the

10

teaching of history in American high schools was increas
ingly being viewed as useless and irrelevant became jus
tified when the National Council for the Social Studies
(Cross:197) reported in 1977 that some states had begun to
eliminate American history requirements altogether. As
early as 1967, Edgar Bruce W e s l y writing in the Phi Delta
Kappan, was calling for the abolition of all history cour
ses. .Suggesting that the course content of history was
lacking a direction, Wesly (1976:6) argued that "Many
teachers are, like the students, overwhelmed by multifar
ious facts and bewildering details.

Too frequently, they

do not know the difference between a significant, inclusive
generalization and.a routine item."
As has already been noted, an unsuccessful attempt
to eliminate United States history in Montana schools sur
faced in the summer of 1975.

While state law continues to

require the teaching of one unit (one year) of United
States history at the eleventh grade level, no additional
guidelines are provided to Montana's high school United
States history teachers by any state sponsored organiza
tion.
The specific purpose of this study was to compare
judgments of Montana's high school United States

11
history teachers and the judgments of Montana's college
and university United States history professors regarding
the identification of an essential block of course topics
for an eleventh grade United States history course.

In

keeping with the recommendations of Arthur S . Bolster and
Richard S'. .Kirkendall f.the study has been designed to allow
for a long needed collaboration between Montana's high
school United States history teachers and Montana's college and university United States history professors.

I

In

addition,, the availability of an essential content base
could aid Montana's high school United States history
teachers relative to content selection thereby helping to
avoid the historical pitfalls of irrelevancy, repetition,
and detail.
GENERAL QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED
1.

What are the judgments of Montana's high

school United States history teachers regarding the iden
tification of an ideal set of content items for an
eleventh grade course in United States history?
2.

What are the judgments of Montana's- college

and university United States history professors regarding
the identification of an ideal set of content items for an
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eleventh grade course in United States history?
3.

How'do the judgments of Montana's eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the
judgments of Montana's college and university United
States history professors regarding the identification of
an ideal set of content items for an eleventh grade
course in United States history?
4.

What are the judgments of Montana's high

school United States history teachers regarding an identi
fication of the content items actually being used in
Montana's eleventh grade United States history course?
5.

How does the ideal set of content items com

pare with the actual set of content items as judged by
Montana's United States history teachers?
6.

How do the judgments of Montana's high school

United.States history teachers regarding the actual course
content items compare with the judgments of college and
university professors regarding an ideal set of content
items?
7.

How do the judgments of Montana's, eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the
judgments of Montana's college and university United
States history professors as to the appropriate length of
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an eleventh grade United States history course?
8.

How do the judgments of Montana's eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the
judgments of Montana's college and university United
States history professors as to the appropriate grade
level placement of a high school United States history
course? ■
9.

\
How do the judgments of Montana's eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the
I

judgments of Montana's college.and university United
States history professors as to the required status of
eleventh grade United States history?
10.

How do the judgments of Montana's eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the
judgments of Montana's college and university United
States history professors as to certification require
ments for those teaching eleventh grade United States
history?
11.

How do the judgments of Montana's eleventh

grade United States history teachers compare with the judg
ments of Montana's college and university United States
history professors regarding the teaching time donated to
various periods in United States history?

14

12. .How does the ideal teaching time allocation
compare to the actual time spent on various periods of
United States history as judged by Montana's United States
history teachers?
13.

How do the judgments of Montana's high school

United States history teachers regarding actual teaching .
time allocation compare with the judgments of college and
university professors regarding an ideal teaching time al
location?
GENERAL PROCEDURE
The procedure that was utilized in this study is as
follows:
1.

A thorough review of the literature and re

lated research was conducted by the researcher.

2.

A pre-determined set of United States history

course content items were mailed to all of Montana's
eleventh grade United States history instructors.

The

names and school addresses of the United States history
teachers were obtained through.the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana.
3.

In addition, the same pre-determined set of

United States history course content items were mailed to
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Montana's college and university United States history
professors.

The names and school Addresses of the college

or university professors were obtained through the Office
of the Commissioner on Higher Education, Helena, Montana
4.

The survey instrument consisted of a number of

topical themes organized around a rating scale ranging
from I (ESSENTIAL.and must be included) to 4 (LEAST DESIR
ABLE and should be omitted.)
5.

I
The college or university United States his

tory professors were asked to use the same rating scale to
j.
indicate their judgment as to the relative importance of
each of the same topical themes.
6.

In addition, the survey instrument included

five questions dealing with the following areas:
A.

The proper length for an eleventh grade United
States history course.

B.

The proper grade level placement of a course
in United States history at the high school
level.

C.

The viability of requiring United States his
tory at the eleventh grade in Montana1s high
schools.

D.

The appropriate certification requirements
for high school United States history teachersi

E.

And the percentage of teaching time that
should be allocated to chronologically ar
ranged periods of United States history.

»
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7.

The survey instrument was pilot tested using

a sampling of Montana's junior high school United States
history teachers.
DELIMITATIONS
The following are limitations of this study:

I.

The study is limited to the 1978-1979 academic

school year.
2.

I
The study is limited to an investigation of

I

course content.and related criteria for an eleventh grade
United States history course.
3.

'

The study was limited geographically to respon

dents teaching United States history in Montana's high
schools, colleges, and universities.
■ 4.

The review of literature for this study was

limited to the Montana State University Library, other
libraries through inter-library loan, three computerized
searches of the E.R.I.C. data base, and one computerized
search of Dissertation' Abstracts .
5.

,

The outcomes of the generalizations.of this

study are limited to the course content for an eleventh
grade United States history course in Montana.
limited in applicability, it is hoped that the ■

Z

Though
:■ . i.
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generalizations of this study will provide useful data -v
relative to course content considerations for any eleventh
grade United States history course.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Public education The educational programs sponsored by the state,
by counties, by school districts for pupils 'in the
elementary and secondary schools (Good, 1973:459).
Curriculum A systematic group of courses or sequences of sub
jects required for graduation .. . ., for example,
social studies curriculum (Good, 1973:157).
High school The school division following the elementary
school, comprising grades nine to twelve. Synonymous
with secondary school (Good, 1973:281).
Social studies Those portions of the subject matter of the social
sciences, particularly history, economics, political
science and geography, which are regarded as suitable
for study in elementary and.secondary schools and are
developed into courses of study, whether integrated or
not, and of which both the subject matter and the aims
are predominantly social; not to be confused with
social sciences or with subjects having a social aim
but not social content, nor to be confined to too
narrow or rigid a combination of studies (Good, 1973:
541) .
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United States history The study of the history of selected events,
individuals, groups (e.g., racial, religious, ethnic),
institutions, artifacts, ideas, and other phenomena
associated with the United States. United States his
tory considers, e.g., colonial society, the westward
movement, the.Civil War, and America's emergence as
a great power. Used synonymously with American his
tory (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1970:221).
rii

SUMMARY '

America's high school social studies teachers have
been continually confronted with the frustrating task of
selecting a viable yet appropriate course content to fac
ilitate the study of United States history.

Historically,

attempts to adequately develop all aspects of United States:
history in one year have not only frustrated teachers but
also dictated a superficial learning experience for stud
ents.

While the "New Social Studies" of the 1960's and

1970's contributed much by way of teaching strategies,
tactics, and techniques, it did little to ease the clouded
circumstances as to content selection.

As a result of a '

1976 survey, the National Council for the Social Studies
determined that enrollment in United States history clas
ses had dropped 13% from 1970 to. 1975.

That same study

reported a growing national trend to drop United States

■i
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history as a requirement for high school graduation.
The Organization of American Historians and the
American Historical Association formed a joint committee
in 1975 to investigate what they termed a "growing crisis"
in the social studies.

Richard S. Kirkendallf chairman

of the committee, saw a partial solution to the crisis in
an increased cooperation between the high school social
studies teachers and the college and university history
professors.
Fred M. Hechinger disagreed, arguing that his
study demonstrated that at least part of the problem had
stemmed from a lack of continuity in content design.

As a

result, students were continually complaining of the
"sterile repetition" of facts, in their study of United
States history.

By 1975, the national trend to drop United States
history as a graduation requirement surfaced in Montana.
Dr. James Burke, Secondary Education Supervisor in the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, pro
posed a revision of Montana's accreditation standards that
would have allowed local school boards the option of elim
inating United States history as a graduation requirement.
While the Burke proposal was defeated, no additional
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guidelines as to course content have been provided to
Montana's United States history teachers.
It.is the specific purpose of this study to com
pare the judgments of Montana's high school United States
history teachers with the judgments of.Montana's college
and university United States history professors regarding
the identification of an essential block of course topics
for a course in United States history.

The investigation

into the judgments of the two populations concerning course
content should be useful in providing Montana's United.
States history teachers with some guidelines relative to
content selection and related concerns.
The study was conducted in Montana during the 19781979 academic school, year.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION

The review of literature has been designed so as
to present a view of the growth and development of the
United States history curriculum in secondary schools
from 1783 to the present.

The researcher has focused

primarily on the study of United States history as it
has historically affected students at the eleventh grade

I

level.

Specifically, this review traces the growth of the
I
United States history as a course of study from the
eighteenth century, when United States history was being
offered only as a part of another area of study, until the
early 1900's when it was becoming adopted as part of the
school curriculum.

By 1920, the United States history

course had reached a new level of acceptance and was
being offered as a separate course of study at the eleventh
grade level.

A review of the next four decades revealed

confusion, chaos, and a general dissatisfaction with the
United States history program for secondary schools.

That

dissatisfaction led, in the early 1960's, to a partial ■
break with the patterns established prior to 1920.

The
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"New Social Studies" of the 1960's and 1970's produced a
heated debate as to the viability of. the traditional
United States history program.

That.debate has essen

tially remained unresolved.
The review has been divided into four sections:
those years from 1783 to 1892, the impact of committees
from 1892 to 1916, the growth of a general dissatisfac
tion from 1916 to 1960, and the impact of the "New Social
Studies" 1960 to present.

Those references cited in this

review are only a sprinkling of the many available.

While

an effort was made to present a continual flow of histor
ical data, this researcher elected to emphasize more
recent developments.
UNITED STATES HISTORY IN AMERICAN SCHOOLS:
A BEGINNING 1783-1892
From as early as the Treaty of Paris in 1783,
United States history was considered an important part of
America's educational program.

Even before 1815, numerous

United States history books were being published to aid in
the teaching of United States history in America's schools
(Cartwright, 1946:17).

Generally, however, the history

books that were being used in schools before 1815 were"
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not written exclusively on the subject of United States
history. . Instead, only a percentage of the books empha- •
sized United States history.

Cartwright (1946:18), in his

review of the early literature, pointed out that
nearly thirty percent of Jeddidiah Morse's American
Geography (1789), which was adopted as a textbook at
Yale, was devoted to American history. And almost
twenty percent of the third edition of Geography Made
Easy .(1791), Morse's abridgment for the lower schools,
consisted of American history . . .
Morse's work had become so popular from 1791 to
1815 that.he was successfully able to publish fifteen
additional editions.
In addition, other textbooks were being published
prior to 1815 that reinforced the pattern that while
United States history was being taught, it was being in
cluded only as a portion of another subject.

Noah Webster,

in publishing twenty-six editions of An American Selection
before 1815, suggested that his main goal was to teach
American children about the heroes in American culture
through the use of lessons in reading and spelling
(Cartwright, 1946:18).
By 1815, the study of United States history had
grown to such an extent that twenty-three editions of six
different school textbooks in United States history had
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been published (Cartwright, 1946:19).
Additional insight into the growth of the impor
tance of United States history can be gained by examining
teacher preparation.

Teacher training of any kind was

formally developed only after-1815.

By 1850 some acad-.

emies and normal schools were offering limited work in the
area of learning theory and methods.

These instances were

scattered, however, as the emphasis on teacher training
for United States history instructors grew no more rapidly
than.United States history instruction itself (Cartwright,
1946:24) .

.

.

While United States history had been established
in secondary schools before 1861, the course was a general
repeat of the rote instruction and verbatim recitation at
the elementary level.

Commenting on the evolution of

United States history courses, Cartwright (1946:23)
pointed out that
while the lack of a uniform system of grades or
classes in either the common or secondary schools
during most of the nineteenth century makes accurate
comparisons impossible, it appears that the American
history course in „ „ . high schools was much like
that in elementary schools.
United States history, then, became part of
America's school curriculum beginning with those years
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immediately following the Revolutionary War.

In addition.

United States history was being taught at both the elemen
tary and secondary level by teachers with an expertise in
areas other than United States history (Cartwright, 1946:
20).

The general historical patterns of rote instruction,

student recitation, and the lack of teacher training in
United States history are national trends that remained
with American schools until well after the Civil War.
The general growth of America was paralleled by
the steady rise of published United States history texts.
In fact, 255 editions of one-hundred United States history
textbooks had been published in America from 1812 to
1861.

By 1827, the importance of United States history

had increased to such a degree that Massachusetts made
United States history a required subject for pupils
attending the equivalent of present day public schools.
Vermont passed an analogical statute the same year (1827)
and by 1849 a Virginia law required that their district
schools also teach United States history (Cartwright,
1946:21-22).
United States history, then, was an established
part of the secondary school curriculum by 1861.

The

course content itself exhibited a certain consistency
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because the courses being offered were textbook based.
The patterns established before 1815 had been extended and
enlarged upon, but the essentials of the.study of United
States history remained relatively unchanged.

While the

study of United States history had become a much more
detailed study than prior to 1815, students were still
expected to spend one-half of their time memorizing and
reciting facts relative to America's military and politl

ical history (Cartwright, 1946:42).

I
THE IMPACT OF COMMITTEES ON UNITED STATES
HISTORY IN HIGH SCHOOLS 1865-1916
Those years following the Civil War found United
States history rising to a prominent role as a course of
study at the high school level.

A new emphasis was given

to the teaching of United States history at the high
school level because there was a growing awareness that
United States history was becoming a college entrance
requirement (Johnson, 1916:133).

The National Education
>

Association began to become actively involved in a move
ment to include more history courses in the curriculum.

In 1892, the National Education Association appointed the
Committee of Ten to discuss high school programs in the
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United States and their relationship to college entrance
requirements.

Ten separate committees were established

for the purpose of evaluating as many areas of secondary
education as possible.

A committee on History, Civil

Government, and Political Economy was established and held
its first meeting during the winter of 1892 at Madison, ■
Wisconsin.

The Madison Conference, as it was called,

recommended that history be taught for eight consecutive
years in American schools.

In addition, they recommended

that the study of history should begin with the fifth
grade and proceed through the twelfth grade (Report, 1894:
28-30).

Specifically in relation to United States his

tory, the Madison Conference resolved that it was approp
riate for United States history to be taught in the
seventh and eleventh grades (1894:162-165) .

The recommen

dations and resolutions of the Madison Conference of the
National Education Association were generally well
received.

In 1895, their

work was supported.by a com

mittee of the New England Association of Colleges and
Preparatory Schools, and in 1896 by a conference, repre
senting six leading universities, held at Columbia
(Johnson, 1916:138-140).
As a direct response to the recommendations of
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the National Education Association, the American Historical
Association appointed the Committee of Seven to consider
the place of history in schools.

Their report had a pro

found effect on the teaching of United States history in
high schools (1898:429-455).

Joseph Schafer (1921:88),

while chairman of the American Historical Association's
Committee on History and Education for Citizens, reported
in 1921 that,

1

It may be said, without qualification, that the'report
of the Committee of Seven marks a distinct epoch in
the history of history teaching in American high
schools. From the date of that report (1898) history
has become a much more important factor i n .the curri
culum, and the tendency has been, increasingly, to
treat it with something of the seriousness and res
pect long accorded other subjects. . .
The report of the Committee of Seven noted that
there had never been an orderly program or report by any
professional group that had proposed a continuous program
of study for students of history (1898:430).

While the

Committee of Seven (1898:431) gave credit to the Madison
Conference oh History, Civil Government and Economics, they
noted that
. . . in spite of all that has been done, and in
spite of this awakened interest, there was no recog
nized consensus of opinion in the country at large,
not one generally accepted judgment, not even one well
known point of agreement, which would serve as a
beginning for a consideration of the place of history
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in the high school curriculum. Such a statement
cannot be made concerning any other subject commonly
taught in secondary schools.
With that in mind, the Committee of Seven devel
oped a series of recommendations that quickly became the
accepted social studies program at the high school level
and thereby the basis for college entrance requirements
relative to United States history (Johnson, 1916:146).
The Committee of Seven specifically recommended
that United States history be taught once at the seventh
grade level and then again as United States history and
Civil government at the twelfth grade level (1898:447).
The Committee argued that United States history should be
taught in the seventh grade because a predominantly large
number of students were not going on to high school
(1898:449).

The Committee then recommended that the addi

tional study of United States history should be postponed
until the twelfth grade.

The Committee of Seven (1898:449)

felt that by postponing additional study until the twelfth
grade, the student would have the advantage of ". . .
working along new lines . . . " while " . . .

new and more

difficult books could be read, and more advanced methods
used."
In an attempt to learn something of the conditions
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in American schools in the 1890's, the Committee of Seven
surveyed 260 of the nearly three thousand high schools in
the United States.

As a result of their questionnaire,

the Committee of Seven found that United States history
had grown to such an extent that it was being taught in
more than half of the schools surveyed (1898:500.

They

also reported that'one-fourth of those teaching United

States history had not been specifically prepared to do
so (1898:504).

As a result, the Committee of Seven called

I

for a day " . . . when all teachers in this country will be
prepared for their duties by a 'long course of training .
. ." but concluded by indicating that there were few
signs that time was approaching (1898:489) .
The National Education Association accepted the
recommendations of the National Historical Society to the
extent that those recommendations be strengthened. While
the Committee of Seven had only recommended that high
schools teach United States history and Civil government
at the twelfth grade., the National Education Association
wanted the course to be accepted as a college entrance
requirements (Proceedings, 1899:648).

In addition, the

National Education Association wanted more than just one ■
year of United States history taught in American high
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schools. At their annual meeting in 1899, the National
Education Association (Proceedings:665) resolved that
". . . i n addition to the year of United States history
and Civil government already recommended, at least onehalf year of intensive study of some period of history,
especially the United States . . . " be taught.
The recommendations of the Committee of Ten and
the Committee of Seven were studied and reconfirmed by
the National Historical Society in 1911 and the National
Education Association in 1916.
These developments, then, would dominate the
study of United States history until the fourth decade
of the twentieth century.

A CHALLENGE TO THE EFFECTIVENESS OF UNITED STATES
HISTORY AS TAUGHT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS (1916.-1960)
As a result of the work accomplished in the early
part of the twentieth century by the Committee of Seven,
many substantial gains had been made.

United States his- -

tory had become a pre-requisite to college entrance; it
had been given an official place in the high school cur
riculum; and more attention was being paid to the training
of history teachers.

In addition, because of the notoriety
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given history as a result of the work of the Committee of
Seven, college students began to prepare themselves for
the specific purpose of teaching history (Schafer, 1921:
88 ).

While the gains were substantial, complaints began
to surface over the status of Civil government in the
high school curriculum.

As a result of the recommenda

tions of the Committee of Seven, Civil government was
being taught along with United States history at the
twelfth grade level.

Following WWI,. there was a growing

feeling that more time should be devoted to both United
States history and Civil government.

It was under these

circumstances that, acting on a request from the National
Education Association, the National Board for Historical
Service and the American Historical Association appointed
a joint committee (the Committee of Eight) to consider,
among other issues, the problem of separate courses for
United States history and Civil government (Schafer,
1921:90).

The Committee recommended that each student in

high school be required to take a four year course in
history as a minimum requirement for graduation.

The

Committee also recommended that United States history be
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taught at the eleventh grade level.

In relationship to

course content, the Committee felt it should be " . . .
•treated topically, covering mainly the period from 1789
to the present, with special emphasis on the period since
the Civil War" (Schafer, 1921:92).

A separate course for

problems of American democracy was recommended for twelfth
grade students.
In 1923, the American Historical Association
developed the History Curriculum Inquiry.

Simply stated,

the Committee was not established to recommend yet another
set of curriculum guidelines but rather " . . .

to discover

the present conditions and tendencies of history teaching
in the schools" (Dawson', 1924:231).
Questionnaires were sent to superintendents, prin
cipals of high schools, and heads of departments of his^
tory in high schools.

In all, 2,400 replies were recorded

from all forty-eight states.

That portion of the study

dealing specifically with the teaching of United States
history indicated that the current trends were following
the recommendations of the Committee of Eight.

By 1924,

large numbers of schools were beginning to break away from
the patterns established by the Committee of Seven.

It

was becoming increasingly popular to separate United States
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history and Civil government while teaching the former to
eleventh graders and the latter to twelfth graders (Dawson7 ■
1924:26.8) . ■ It was as a result of the publicity given to
the History Curricula Inquiry study, that for the first
time attention began to shift from the concern over the
grade placement of United States history to course content.
As the nature of concern began to shift, it became increas
ingly more apparent that.disagreement and confusion over
student learning was paramount.

The strongest message in

Dawson's report to the American Historical Association had
to do with what he called "a confusion of tongues."

Com

menting on the chaos, Dawson (1924:254) reported that:
. . . this confusion of tongues makes different
impressions on different minds. Some who are much
concerned about the situation ask earnestly for a way
out of the wilderness. Others believe that the con
fusion is an omen of a much better and wiser organiza
tion of the social studies; some of these persons have
already planned curricula and are only waiting for
the confusion to become unbearable in order to put
them into effect. Unhappily for the future, there are
so many different views among the latter that one con
fusion may follow another.
While Dawson perceived only confusion and disloca
tion, Rolla M. Tyron-, also a member of the study team, was
able to find some order in the chaos.

After a close in

vestigation of the data, Tyron suggested that about one-
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third of the schools were under the influence of the
National Education Committee on Social Studies, another
one-third were under the influence of the Committee of
Seven, and only the remaining one-third were in a state
of turmoil and confusion (1924:255-257).
The disorder as reported by the History Curricula
Inquiry prompted the American Historical Association to
appoint a committee to do a massive analysis of the social
studies curriculum in the United States.

The study was

initiated in 1928 and not concluded until 1937.

As a

result of the committee's work, sixteen volumes of reports
were published between 1932 and 1937.

In the Fifteenth

Report of the Commission on the Social Studies to the
American Historical Association, Ernest Horn voiced a con
cern over the lack of "growth in knowledge" between grades
ten and twelve of United States history students. While
citing statistical information (i.e., Iowa Every-Pupil

•:

Test in American History), Horn (1937:48) argued that "one
would expect more growth in knowledge and insight in
American history than is here shown, since the students at
the higher levels had additional years of learning in
social studies."
Horn's professional concern relative to the
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"growth in .knowledge" of America's high school students
was enlarged on and widely publicized six years later when
the New York Times newspaper ran & front page article
entitled "Ignorance of U.S„ History As Shown by College
Freshmen" (Fine, 1943:1).

Benjamin Fine, the Education

Reporter for the New York Times used a full page of the
newspaper to present the results of a test given on ■
thirty-six college and university campuses.

The test

l

received an official sanction when it was reported that

I

the examination had been developed by Hugh Fraser, Chairman
I

of the Committee on American History for the United States.
Office of Education, and Allan Nevins, a history professor
at Columbia University.

Fraser and Nevins had designed

the test, taken by 7,000 college freshmen, to extrapolate
that information each student might have gained from his
high school United States history course.
A New York Times survey conducted one year earlier
in June of 1942 had revealed that 82% of the colleges
surveyed did not include United States history as a pre
requisite for graduation (April 4, 1943:1).

In defense of

the lack of a general United States history pre-requisite,
many college presidents were reportedly convinced that the
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repetitive nature of the United States history course in
public schools eliminated any need for additional course
work in college.
Fine

(April 4:1), using the 1943 survey as a

springboard, pointed out that " . . .

one of the conclu

sions from the present study is that the students are in
need of United States history at the college or univer
sity level."

(April 4, 1943) noted

In conclusion. Fine

I
that the respondents revealed ". . . a striking ignorance
of even.the most elementary aspects of United States hisI

tory and.know almost nothing about many important phases
of this country's growth and development."
While the validity of the New York Times test was
hotly debated. Fine had publicly voiced a concern that
had been growing since even before the 1937 Horn report.
In partial reaction to the New York Times article, the
United States Senate enacted a resolution to study the
teaching of United States history in America's high
schools.

Specifically, the Senate directed the Committee

on Education and Labor to develop a:proposal that would
allow the Federal Government to more effectively promote
the study of United States history

\

(Volwiler, 1944:293).
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The years from 1916 to 1960 were crucial relative
to the growth of the teaching of United States history.
By the early 1920's, many schools were teaching United
States history as a separate course of study at the
eleventh grade level.

In addition, there was a shift in

concern over the proper grade placement of United States
history to a concern that American high school students
were not learning an adequate amount of United States
history..

The disagreement, confusion, and concern of the

19 30 's and 1940's . carried on into the 1950's .

The junior

senator from Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy, caused profes
sional educators increased concern relative to the teach
ing of such things as citizenship and patriotism. And
when the Soviet Union successfully launched Sputnik in
1957, the whole quality of public education in the United
States came into question.

It was this general dissatis- ■

faction with student achievement, as well as the public
pressure brought on by Sputnik, that caused many United
States history teachers to become involved in what is now
referred to as the "New Social Studies". While the move
ment itself was new, it is readily apparent that many of
the basic questions for United States history teachers
remained the same.
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RECENT -TRENDS IN UNITED STATES HISTORY CURRICULUM:
THE 1960's AND 1970's
Willie D . Moreland felt that the root of the prob
lem could be traced back to the committees of the early
1900's.

After examining 281 schools in all fifty states,

Moreland (1962:102) reported tha’t ,

'\

the pattern of required courses in today's schools
strongly reflects the influence of previous national
commissions, particularly the Committee on the Social
Studies in 1916. This would seem to indicate that a
re-examination of the social studies sequence in the
secondary schools is of utmost importance.
Moreland (1962:102) concluded by suggesting that there
remained ". . . a great need to limit the scope of mostcourse offerings in the social studies curriculum."
Dr. Ralph Cordier, professor of history at Indiana
State College in Pennsylvania, also reasoned that some of
the concerns of the early 1960's could be traced to the
results of the "era of committees".

He felt that the com

mittees had historically demonstrated an oversight by
spending too little time discussing actual course content.
Citing the nearly half a century of committee studies and
reports on the state of United States history, Cordier
(1962:186) argued that "... . nearly all of these studies
included a consideration of the social studies.”

Cordier.,
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also arguing for a reduced scope, rejected that approach
as favorable.

He felt that the teaching of United States

history had been ineffective because the " . . .

teachers

at each grade level feel obligated to cover all. aspects of
the subject through the entire sweep of time from 1492 to
present" (1962:185).

Cordier suggested that because of

that constraint, the study of United States history had
been reduced to a shallow survey of history with a contin
ual emphasis on the memorization of facts.

Cordier1s rec

ommendation was to divide United States history into onethirds:

teach United States history to 1876 at the eighth,

grade level; national, state, and local government to ninth
grade students; and United States history, since 1876, to
tenth grade students (1962:186).
By 1968, Ralph Cordier (439), as President of the
National Council for the Social Studies, was calling for a
". . . two year sequential course. . ." in United States
history. • Cordier was again expressing his concern relative
to the difficulty of teaching the full sweep of United
States history without exposing the students to a ". . .
superficial, repetitive. . . and dull approach"

Cordier

(1968:439), felt that his suggestion would limit the scope
of the course and thereby encourage the teacher and the
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students to ". . . linger longer and to dig deeper into
the topics and problems selected for study."
Cordier's suggestions were never seriously consid
ered,' however, as professional concern and rhetoric
increasingly revolved around the techniques of the "New
Social Studies".

Teachers were attempting to use data,

skill development, and concept formation to make United
States history courses more relevant to students.

By the

early 1970's, however, it became apparent that the strat
egies and tactics of the "New Social Studies." had not
really taken hold in the United States history classroom.
Harry G . Miller made an observational study of forty
eleventh grade United States history classes in 1971 to
determine the extent to which the "New Social Studies" had
been accepted.

The study revealed that the kinds of

instructional material selected for use > the kinds of tests
teachers constructed, and the kinds of questions asked of
students, all established that United States history
teachers were primarily interested in recitation of factual
information (Miller, 1971:483-487),.
Miller's thesis is supported, by a study conducted
in Montana in 1976 by Hal Sterns.

Sterns surveyed 400.

high school social studies teachers, the superintendents,
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and the school board chairmen of Montana's high schools.
Sterns (1976:212). concluded a portion of his study by
reporting that " . . .

very few (United States history

teachers) are using the.'New Social Studies’ inquirydiscovery program."
In 1975, the Organization of American Historians
and the American Historical Association set up a joint
i

committee to investigate the status of history in the
I
public schools.

The study reported receiving responses
!

from all but one state.

In the opening statement of the

report, Richard S . Kirkendall (1975:577), Executive
Secretary of the Organization of American Historians,
generalized that the study
. . . proves, if proof is necessary, that history
is in crisis and that history's crisis is not merely
a part of the large difficulties of academic life at
the present time. History's crisis has proportions
of its own. The report demonstrates that the situa
tion is nationwide, affecting both secondary schools
and higher education in every part of the country.
The survey, exploring teachers' qualification
requirements, determined that the most common practice
cited was for states to require twelve to eighteen
credits of history in order to qualify to teach the sub
ject.

In addition, eight states had no qualifying cri

teria of any kind.
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While the report indicated that all sections of
the country had some legal requirement to teach history,
there existed a dynamic trend away from history in the
traditional sense.

The predominant trend was toward

a "multidisciplinary approach" which integrated history
into other social studies units such as economics, cur
rent events, American problems, and Sociology„ As a
result of such trends, the report demonstrated that the
value of history had become a controversial subject.
Opponents, however, wanted the teaching of United
States history "undefiled".

There was a concern expressed

that students had lost a sense of "time and perspective"
regarding the past and that the "new methodology" was
partly to blame.

The major feature of the report, then,

revolved around that controversy (1975:562-565) . .
Kirkendall (19 7.5:570) in his summary report argued that .
. . . history is in crisis. Confidence and in
terest in history are not nearly as widespread and
strong among students, educational administrators,
and politicians as they were only a few years ago.
Doubts about its usefulness for the individual and
for society now exert a large influence on attitudes
dnd decisions. These are the facts that must be rec
ognized and faced by members of the profession . , .
It seems unlikely that historians can destroy the
influence of presentism, but they can reduce the antihistorical consequence of it by demonstrating the
value of historical perspectives . . .
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The report of the Joint Committee on the Status
of History in the schools•met with a series of national
repercussions„ A review of the literature from 1975 to
1976 demonstrated that the report stimulated at least
twelve separate responses in the national media and pro
fessional journals.

-

Fred M. Hechinger of the New York Times partici
pated significantly in the debate.

Hechinger disagreed

with the findings of the report by Kirkendall and the
Organization of American Historians.

He did agree that

there was a crisis in history but argued that it was not
due to the ineffectiveness of teacher certification
requirements or a lack of "independent history" courses.
Feeling that the Organization of American Historians had
been protective of the status quo,. Hechinger proceeded to
interview college students from seven states' on the "qual
ity and intensity" of their high school instruction.
Hechinger argued that his conversations with students
pointed out that there was a widening chasm between stu
dent's needs and the United.States history curriculum.
Some of the specific shortcomings of high school instruc
tion as reported by Hechinger (1976:27) were.:
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I. A preoccupation with facts•and events, at the
expense of concepts and deeper political'and social
understandings . . „
2„ A lack of a sense of continuity, which is
aggravated by sterile repetition of the same coverage
at different.levels of schooling „ . .
3. An overemphasis on certain areas, such as the.
period around 1776 and the Civil War, with great
voids left between.
Apart from these specific criticisms, Hechinger
reported that there were continual complaints relative
to "sheer boredom", "lack of excitement", and "scant
attention to the human element" (1976:27).
The New York Times also reacted to the crisis
state of United States history in schools as reported by
the Organization of American Historians and Kirkendall.
In May of 1976, the New York Times administered a new
test to 1,856 freshman college students on 194 campuses
with the intention of contrasting it with the pointed re
sults of the famous New York Times survey of 1942.
The 1942 survey concluded that the respondents
had a "striking ignorance of United States history and
knew almost nothing about many important phases of this
country’s growth and development" (April 4, 1943:1).
Analysis of the 1976 New York. Times test indicated that
student performance had not changed significantly.

In
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reaction to the Organization of American Historians
report, Edward B . Fisk, the New'York Times Education
Reporter, indicated that the test data supported those
that felt that the "concepts" approach to the teaching of
United States history had fostered "historical illiteracy."
Specifically, Fisk (May 3, 1976:1) argued that
the data supported critics in that they showed that
while students were generally familiar with "peak"
events such as the signing of the Declaration of
Independence, they had relatively little working
knowledge of the context - the historical substance in which these events occurred.
At the same time, however, Fisk pointed out that
the data also supported those believing in the concept
approach.

He noted that students perceiving themselves

as concept taught averaged. 23 correct as compared to the
mean score of 21 correct for all other students (May 3,
1976:1).

Therefore Fisk concluded that the data bol

stered the arguments on both sides remembering, of course,
that student performance had not changed substantially .
from 1942 to 1976.
A general analysis of student performance, however,
does demonstrate that students knew far less about United
States history than their professors felt adequate.

One

of the designers of the test. Dr. Quarles of Morgan State,
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felt that poor student performance indicated that the his
tory programs students had been exposed to "lacked con
tinuity" (New York Times, May 2, 1976:65).
Other, indicators of poor student understanding of
United States history have followed quickly on the heels
of the New York Times report.
On January 14,. 1979, the Great Falls Tribune pub
lished the results of a Gallup poll co-sponsored by the
National Municipal League .

The results, of the survey ad

ministered to 1,000 17 and 18 year olds across the counry "shocked" Dr. George Gallup, Sr.

"Suggesting that the

1citizenship t e s t 1 was designed to see how young adults

would field questions any reasonably well informed voter
could handle", Gallup reported a "tremendous political
illiteracy" amo n g ■respondents

(Great Falls Tribune;

January 14, 1979) ..
In addition, a 16 nation International Assessment
of Educational achievement showed that while America's
youth ranked high in basic reading, writing, and math
skills, they ranked near the bottom in history and social
studies skills

(Great Falls Tribune, January 14, 1979).

And, in the area of knowledge of the political system,
American students ranked the lowest of. 16 nations
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(Education USA, November 20, 1978:92) „
Recently, the National Assessment for Educational
Progress reported that social studies achievement has con
tinued to decline over the past four years (Education
USA, December 4, 1978:105).

With these kinds of uncer

tainties in the air, many of this nation’s social studies
teachers met in Houston in November of 1978 for the
National Council for the Social Studies Convention.

As

reported by the headlines in Education USA (December 4,
1978:105), the Social Studies Convention was "splintered
and threatened by the basics".

Apparently Robert Barr of

Indiana University typified the sentiment when he noted
that "we are all trying to address the basics in social
studies, but we aren't ^ure what they are" (Education USA,
December 4, 1978:105) .
With this kind of uncertainty and apparent lack of
effectiveness, this researcher can only conclude that
the demonstrated lack of interest in and poor understanding
of basic United States history are only cosmetic to more
serious concerns.
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SUMMARY
This chapter has attempted to trace the highlights
of the growth of United States history in American schools
from 1783 to present„

It was determined that United

:

States history was taught as part of another subject to
American school children as early as.1776.

Interest in

the teaching of history grew until United States history
I
had been firmly established as part of the high school ■:
curriculum by 1861.

I

For the first 100 years of this

nation's history, students were generally memorizing■and
reciting facts relative to America's military and polit
ical past.

The study and .teaching of United States

history saw a great change from 1897 to 1916.

As a

result of the National Education Association's Committee
of Ten (1894) and especially the American Historical
Association's Committee of Seven (1848), United States
history at the high school level reached a new level of
acceptance.

In response to the committee era. United

States history had become a pre-requisite to college en
trance, it had been given an official place in the high
school curriculum, and more attention, was being paid to
the training of history teachers.

The 1920's brought
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about a period of confusion and chaos.

The various comr

mittee reports of the early 1900's had hot been evenly
employed in schools across the country.

Some schools had .

responded to the recommendations of the National Education
Association while others to the American Historical
Association thereby producing a lack of consistency.

Out

of that inconsistency grew a concern relative to student
achievement.

Questions began to center around course con

tent and student learning rather than the grade level
. .
'
!
placement of United States history. As a response to pubI

lie criticism and low student achievement. United States
history teachers became involved in the "New Social
Studies".

It was argued that the teaching of United States

history had been ineffective because of the awesome prob
lems posed in attempting to survey United States history
from 1492 to 1978.

As a result some teachers began to use

data, skill development, and concept formation in an
attempt to make United States history courses more rele
vant.

In addition, an increased emphasis was being placed

on integrating history into the Social Sciences (i.e.,
economics, psychology, sociology, anthropology).
quickly ensued.

A debate

The American Historical Association

asserted that the current trends were having an "anti-
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historical consequence" and they feared that students
might lose the value of having a historical perspective„
In turn, the American. Historical Association was accused
of attempting to protect the status quo=
While the ferment continued, the New York Times,
in May of 1976 , surveyed 1,856 college freshmen in an
attempt to determine the status of United States history
in schools.

In comparing.the results to their 1942 sur

vey, it was concluded that the poor student performance
in 1942 had not been significantly improved on.

In

addition, the results supported the valiaidy of arguments
being made on both sides.
Other recent indicators of poor student perfor
mance have been given wide national attention.

In res

ponse to a survey of 1,000 17 and 18 year olds, Dr. George
Gallup, Sr. concluded

(January,. 1979)

that the respon

dents represented "tremendous political illiteracy"
among America's high school age students.

In addition, the National Assessment for
Educational progress reported that America's youth ranked
lowest of 16 nations in the area of knowledge of the polit
ical system and near the bottom in an understanding of
history.
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It is this researcher's view that the literature
has clearly revealed a need for an investigation of and
specific guidelines for a high school course in United
States history.

This study will help to determine if

the United States history program existeiit in Montana
high schools is what history teachers and college profes
sors perceive it should be.

In addition, this study will

provide an initial framework for the selection of approi
priate content components for an eleventh grade course in
United States history.

I

Chapter 3

PROCEDURES. AND METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
The problem of this study was to determine if the
judgments of Montana's high school United States history
teachers and the judgments of Montana's college and uni
versity United States history professors coincide
regarding essential content topics for an eleventh grade
course in United States history.
In addition, the study compares an ideal set of
essential content items for an eleventh grade course in
United States history with the actual set of essential
content items as judged by both Montana's United States
history teachers and college and university United States'
history professors.

The study also compares the judgments

of Montana's high school United States history, teachers
and the judgments of Montana's college and.university
United States history professors as to the proper length,
the grade level placement, and the required status of
Montana's eleventh grade United States history course.
Finally, the study compares the judgments of both
populations as to the proper certification requirements
for high school United States history teachers and the
percentage of teaching time that should be allotted to
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chronologically arranged periods of history.
This chapter, then, will present a description of
the population, the categories of investigation, the
method of collecting the data, the statistical hypothesis
to be tested, the procedures, that will be used to analyze
the data, the precautions taken for accuracy, and the
summary.

\

POPULATION DESCRIPTION
This study employs the'use of two populations„

No

sample population was drawn as 'population A is defined as
all those who were teaching one or more United States
history classes at the eleventh grade level in Montana
high schools during the 1978-1979. academic school year.
The names and school addresses of each of Montana's elev
enth grade United States history teachers was obtained
through the Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Helena, Montana.
Population B is defined as all those who were
teaching one or more graduate or undergraduate classes in
United States history or related areas in Montana colleges
or universities during the 1978-1979 academic school year.
Faculty members were drawn from Montana's public and
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private colleges and universities as long as the respec
tive institution is involved in teacher preparation.

The

names and school addresses of each of Montana's college
and university United States history professors, was ob
tained from the Office of the Commissioner on Higher
Education, Helena, Montana.
CATEGORIES OF INVESTIGATION
All of Montana's eleventh grade United States
history teachers (population A) • and all of Montana's
college and university United States history professors
(population B) were asked to respond to a pre-determined
list of content components that could be included in an
eleventh grade United States history course.
Appendix A)

(See

Members of population A and population B

used the same list of possible content components to
identify their respective views regarding the identifi
cation of a minimum essential content for an eleventh
grade United States history course.
While the central purpose of this study revolved
around the judgments of Montana's high school United
States history teachers and the judgments of Montana's
college and university United States history professors
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regarding an essential content for an eleventh grade
course in United States history, other related categories
of investigation are reported.

The study also compares

the ideal set of essential content items to the actual
set of minimum essential content items as judged byMontana's United States history teachers.

In addition,

members of population A and population B also provided
their respective views as to:
1.

I
The proper length of time for a United States
history course.
j

2.

The proper grade level placement of a course .
in United States history at the high school
level.

3.

The viability of having United States history
as a graduation requirement for Montana's
high school students.

4.

The appropriate certification requirements for
high school United States history teachers.

5.

The percentage of teaching time that should
be allocated to five selected periods of
United States history.

In addition, biographical data was collected from
each population.

The biographical data collected from

population A included:
1.

The number and/or numbers of degrees and the
corresponding major and minor areas of study.

2.

The number of years of teaching experience
each had acquired within the general area of.

1
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the social studies to specifically include
United States history.
3.

The number of credits, both graduate and
undergraduate, each had gained in United
States history related courses.

The biographical data that was collected from
population B included:
1.

The number of years of experience each had
acquired at all levels of the educational
system.

2.

The number of years each had taught United
States history related courses at all levels
of the educational system.

3.

The number and/or numbers of degrees and
the corresponding major and minor areas of
study.
METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA

The problem of this study required the development
of a single evaluation instrument for use in collecting
data from both population

A .and population B . A sepa

rate biographical data.sheet, however, was developed and
administered to each respective population.
The survey instrument consisted of 44 topical
United States history themes organized around the fol
lowing rating scale:
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4 - ESSENTIAL and must be included„
3 - DESIRABLE and could be included.
2 - LESS ESSENTIAL and could be.omitted.
I - LEAST DESIRABLE and should be omitted.
Population A was asked to rate each topical theme
two times.

The first evaluation was made indicating the

relative importance of each topical theme if the IDEAL or '
perfect conditions were a reality.

Population A then made

a second evaluation indicating the relative importance of
each topical theme given the ACTUAL or existing, conditions
and course content.

(See Appendix A)

■ Population B used the same rating scale to indi
cate their judgment as to the relative importance of each
topical theme for possible inclusion in an eleventh grade
United States history program.

(See Appendix B) A

Both populations were advised that their judg
ments were to be based on a one year (180 day) time limit.
Both populations were also given the space and corres
pondingly urged to add or delete specific items within the
topical themes listed on the instrument.
In addition, the members of both populations were
given the opportunity to provide their respective views as
to the proper length of an eleventh grade United States .
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history course.

The following alternatives will be pro

vided:-

.
___ I. a.full year.
.___ 2. One semester (half year) .

'

___ 3 . Nine weeks .
__ 4.

Other., please .specify ____________________

All respondents were also asked to provide their
view as to the proper grade level placement of a high
school United States history, course.
natives were provided:

The following alter

j

■'
___ I. 12th grade.
'
___ 2.

Ilth grade.

'
___ 3.

IOth grade. .

___ 4.

9th grade.

.___ 5.

Other, please specify '

_______

All respondents were asked to provide their view
as to the viability of requiring the taking of United.
States history for high school graduation.

Each respond

ent was given the following alternatives:
I.

United States history should be required.
;

'

«1

-

!

'

•

'!-
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2.

United States history should be offered
Only as an elective.

3.

United States history should be discontin
ued as a course of study.

4.

The status of United States history should
be offered according to the -judgments of
.the local school board.

5.

Other, please specify

■
________ '

______

All respondents were also asked to provide their
view as to the proper certification requirements for high
school United States history teachers.

The following al

ternatives were provided:
___I.

1-10 quarter credits of United States
history.

■ ___ 2.

11-20 quarter credits of United States
history.

3.

21-29 quarter credits of United States
history.

___ 4.

More than 29 quarter credits of United
States history.

___ 5.

No specific minimum of quarter credits in
United States history should be specified.

Population A was asked to provide their data in
the form of teaching weeks, while population B provided
their judgments on a percentage basis.

The researcher then

converted the teacher generated data to percentages for

f
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accurate analysis.

The following historical periods were

made available to both populations for their considera-?
tion:

%

-

___ I.
___ 2.

European beginnings to the colonial period.
The Revolutionary War. to the Appomattox
.Courthouse (1776-1865).

3.

The reconstruction period to World War I
(1866-1914) ..

___ 4.

World War I to World War II (1914-1941).'

___ 5.

World War II to present (1941-1978).

100%/36 week total
The survey instrument and separate biographical .
data sheet's were mailed to the members of each population.
The names and school addresses of each United States his
tory teacher were obtained through the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction.

The names and ad^-

dresses of each college or 'university United States his
tory professor were obtained from the Office of the
Commissioner on Higher Education.
Each evaluation instrument and biographical data
sheet was accompanied by a cover letter of explanation.
(See Appendix C and D)

The letter of explanation included

information relative to how each respondent was chosen,
the purpose and method of the study, and how the data
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would be utilized.

In addition, the cover letter assured

each respondent of individual confidentiality.

All par

ticipants were given the opportunity to request and
receive the results of this study.
At a two week interval following the original
mailing, a reminder was sent to encourage participation
and to provide additional survey instruments if needed.
(See Appendix E and F)
The researcher protected the content validity of
the survey instrument by carefully reviewing United
States history textbooks, available curriculum guides,
and related published literature.

In addition, careful

attention was given to a consultation with curriculum
experts, professional historians, and other colleagues
with a specific expertise in the teaching of United States
history.
The reliability of the survey instrument was es
tablished through the test-retest reliability method
(Tuckman, 1972:137).

The survey instrument was adminis

tered to thirty junior high United States history teachers.
The length of time allowed to lapse between the,two test
cycles was critical.

According to J. Stanley Ahmann and

Marvin D . Clock (1964:328), a week or two is judged to be
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an accepted time interval. At the conclusion of a two
week interval, then, the survey instrument was again ad
ministered to the same group of junior high United States
history teachers.
The relationship between the sets of paired, scores
was determined through the use of the Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient.

Of the thirty junior high

school United States history teachers selected for the
pilot, twenty-eight responded to the initial test ques
tionnaire.

Ultimately,twenty-four teachers responded to

the re-test instrument for an eighty percent return.

In

all twenty-four cases a significant positive correlation
was found between the paired scores.

The mean (x) Pearson

r statistic for the IDEAL set of paired scores was .8017,
while the mean (x)

Pearson

paired scores was .8154.

r

for the ACTUAL set of

Because these findings were sig

nificant at the .05 level of confidence, the instrument <:■/■
was judged to be stable.‘
'METHOD OF ORGANIZING DATA
The data was organized into three general categor
ies and displayed on tables to enhance clarity.

The first

series of tables are used to display and compare the
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judgments of both populations relative to each of the
following:.

.

1.

The proper length for an eleventh grade
United States history course.

2.

The proper grade level placement of a course
in United States history at the high school
level.

3.

The viability of having United States history
as a graduation requirement for Montana1s
high school students.

,4.

The appropriate certification requirements
for Montana's high school United States
history teachers. ,

5.

And the percentage of teaching time that
should be allocated to chronologically
arranged periods, of United States history.

Additionally, a third series of tables has been
constructed to report the biographical data of population
A and population B .
STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS
The following ten null hypothesis (HO) and null
alternative hypothesis (HI) have been tested in this study
!

I.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between judgments of Montana's eleventh grade
United States history teachers and the judg
ments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the essential content components for an
eleventh grade United States history course.
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(Hi) There is a significant difference
■between judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and
the judgments of Montana's college and
university United States history professors
regarding the essential content components
for an eleventh grade United States history
course.
2.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the actual essential course content
as judged by United States history teachers
and an ideal essential course content as
judged by college and university United States
history professors.
(HI) • There is a significant difference be
tween the actual essential course content as
judged by United States history teachers and
• an ideal essential course content as judged
by college and university United States
history professors.

3.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the ideal and actual essential content
components for Montana's eleventh grade
United States history course as judged by
Montana's United States history teachers.
(Hi) There is a significant difference
between the ideal and actual essential content
components for Montana's eleventh grade
United States history course as judged by
Montana's United States history teachers.

4.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between judgments of Montana's eleventh grade
United States history teachers and the judg
ments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the appropriate length of an eleventh grade
United States history course.
(Hi)
There is a significant difference
between judgments of Montana's eleventh grade
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United States history teachers and the judg
ments- o£ Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding the
appropriate length of -an eleventh grade
United States history course.
5.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding the
appropriate grade level placement of a high
school United States history course.
(Hi)
There is a significant difference
between the judgments of M o n t a n a ’s eleventh
grade United States history teachers .and the
judgments of Montana's college and. university
United States history professors regarding
the appropriate grade level placement of a
high school United States history course.

6.

(HO)
There is no significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the required status of an eleventh grade
United States history course.

(Hi) There is a significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the required statues of an eleventh grade
United States history course.
7.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the certification requirements for those
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teaching eleventh grade United States history

in M o ntana.
(Hi) There is a significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the certification requirements for those
teaching eleventh grade United States history
in Montana.
8.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the percentage of teaching time that should
be spent on five selected periods of United
States history.
\

(Hi) There is a significant difference
between the judgments of Montana's eleventh
grade United States history teachers and the
judgments of Montana's college and university
United States history professors regarding
the percentage of teaching time that should
be spent on five selected periods of United
States history
9.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the actual percent of teaching time
spent on five selected periods of United
States history as judged by history teachers
and an ideal percentage of teaching time as
judged by college and university United
States history professors.
(Hi)
There is a significant difference
between the actual percent of teaching time
spent on five selected periods of United
States history as judged by history teachers
and an ideal percentage of teaching t i m e •as
judged by college and university United
States history professors.
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10.

(HO) There is no significant difference
between the ideal and the actual percent of
teaching time spent on five selected periods
of United States history as judged by
Montana's history teachers.
(Hi) There is a significant difference
between the ideal and the actual percent of
teaching time spent on five selected periods .
■ of United States history as judged by
Montana's United States history teachers.

All hypothesis will be tested at the same level
of significance.
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Each null was tested using the chi square test of
independence.

N . M. Downie and R. W. Heath (1965:161)

consider the chi square statistic appropriate for " . . .
testing null hypothesis of no significant differences
between or among the responses of individuals in two or
more groups."

In addition, Robert Mason (1967:464) sug

gests that "if the total number of items sampled is large,
the chi square distribution will usually approximate the
data quite closely."

Since the study involved two popula

tions and since the survey instrument included a large
number of responses, the chi square statistic is deemed
appropriate.
The chi square statistic of independence was used
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at a significance level of .05.

Celeste McCollough and

Locke Van Atta (1963:65) suggest that the .05 level of
significance meets "the conventional definition of a
1rare1 event."

In addition, it is this researcher's

judgment that the .05 level of significance adequately
protects against the rejection of a true null (Type I
error) and at the same time adequately protects against
retaining.a false null (Type II error).
PRECAUTIONS TAKEN FOR ACCURACY
In an attempt to eliminate error, each survey in
strument was initially hand checked for obvious dis- crepancies.

The data was then placed on Fortran coding

forms by an independent agent and correspondingly rechecked
by this researcher for accuracy. .Another independent
agent then transferred the data to standard key punch
cards.

A computer was then used, to organize and analyze

the data.

This researcher has made periodic checks of

the calculated chi square values to protect against error.
SUMMARY

'

This chapter has defined the general procedures
and methodology to be employed in the study.

The
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researcher employed the use .of two.populations including ,
all of Montana's high school United States history profes
sors and Montana's college and university United States
history professors.

All,members of both populations were

asked to respond to a pre-determined list of content com
ponents that could be included in an eleventh grade United
States history course.

In addition, the members of both ■

populations were given the opportunity to provide their
respective yiews as to the proper length, grade level
I

''

placement, and required status'of a United States history
course.

All respondents were also asked to provide their

view as to the proper certification requirements for
teachers and the amount of teaching time to be assigned to
five historical periods.
This chapter presented the statistical hypothesis
to be tested and noted that contingency tables are used to
provide a readable display.

In order to test the null statements, all of
Montana's United States history, teachers and all of
Montana's college and university United States history
professors were surveyed during the 1978-1979 academic
year.

The survey instrument was developed by this re

searcher establishing content validity.

The reliability
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of the survey instrument was determined through the testretest reliability method.

The chi square statistic at

a significance level of ,05, was used to analyze the data.
Tables are used to more clearly present collected data.
Precautions, have been taken to assure accuracy.

Chapter 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
The problem of this study was to determine if
there was a significant difference between the judgments
of Montana's high school United States history teachers
and ,Montana1s college and university United States his
tory professors regarding the essential content for an
eleventh grade course.in United States history.
The instrument was mailed with a cover letter and
a self-addressed stamped envelope to all participants on
January 19th, 1979.

A follow-up reminder was mailed to

all non-respondents two weeks later on February 2, 1979.
(See Appendix C , D , E, and F)

While the Office of Public

Instruction provided information regarding the identifica
tion of Montana's United States history teachers, the
Office of the Commissioner of Higher Education provided
similar information regarding Montana's college and univer
sity United States history professors.

All instruments,

that were received by this researcher before February 28,
1979 were used as a data base in this study.

Following is

a table displaying the percentage of returns of both pop
ulations .
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Table I

Population
High school history teachers
College and university history
professors
Total

Sent

Returned

Percent

220

164

74.5

34

94.4

36.
256

198

77.3%

Of the two hundred and fifty-six instruments that
were mailed, one-hundred and ninety-six were returned for
a combined percentage of 11+3. Because not every member of
both populations responded to each item on the instrument,
the totals for each contingency table analysis will not
always equal one -hundred and ninety-eight.
The following two sections will include a display
of the biographical data that was collected on each popu
lation.
HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY TEACHERS AND A BIOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
One hundred and sixty-four teachers responded to
the questionnaire representing one hundred and seven
Montana high schools.

Of that number, one hundredzteachers

indicated that the highest degree they hold is a bachelor's
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in education.

Table two displays■the major area of study

of those members of the population holding a bachelor's
degree in education.

Table 2
Major Area, of Study of High School History
Teachers with a Bachelors

Major

Number

Percentage

History

46

46.0

Political Science

10

10.0

2

2.0

20

20.0

3

3.0

. •19

'19.0

United States History
Social Studies
Education
Minor in History
Total

100

100%

Of the one hundred U n i t e d .States history teachers
indicating the educational attainment of a bachelors level
education, nineteen or nearly 20% reported that they held
only a minor in the general area of social studies.

Table number three displays the major area of
study of those members of the population holding a 5th
year degree.
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Table 3
Major Area.of Study of High School History
Teachers with a. 5th Year

Major

Number

Percentage

2

40.0

Political Science

I

20.0

Social Studies .

2
Total

5

O
O

History

100%

Only five members of the one hundred and sixty-two
teachers’responding to the particular item on the ques
tionnaire hold a 5th year degree. •
Table four displays the major area of study of
those members of the population holding a Master's degree.
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Table 4

'

Major Area of Study of High School History
Teachers with a Master's Degree

Major

Number

History
Political Science

18

31.6

2

3.5

2

3.5

I 35

■ 61.4

;

United States History
I

Education

Percentage

100%

Total
I5 7 -

The educational level of those United States his
tory teachers responding to the questionnaire indicates
that 61.7% have acquired bachelor's degrees, 3.1% have
acquired a 5th year, and 35.2% have an earned Master's
degree.

Of that number, one hundred and twenty-five re

ceived their most recent degree through the Montana-col
lege and university system, while thirty-five acquired
their respective educational experience outside of -the
state of Montana.
While fifteen teachers reported that they had ac
quired thirty-six or less credits in the general area of
social studies, forty-nine indicated the accumulation of
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over one hundred quarter hours in social studies.

Table

five summarizes the findings:
Table 5
Quarter Credits Earned in Social Studies
By.High School History Teachers

Number of
Quarter Credits

Number of
Teachers

- 24
- 36
- 48
60
- 72
- 84 .
- 96
- 108
- 120
132
- 144
- 156
- 168
- 180
over
180 .
0
25
37
49
61
73
'85
97
109
121
133
145
157
169

3
12
16
27
14
19
9
22
5
6
4 .
4
4
4
■ I '
Total

150

•

Percentage
1.9
8.0
10.7
18.0
9.3
12.7
6.0
14.7
3.3
4.0
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.7
.6

-

100%

The mean number of acquired quarter credits in
social studies as reported by high school United States
history teachers is 81.05 with a range from fifteen to two
hundred and twenty.
Table six displays the number of quarter credits

_J
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of United States history teachers reported they have
earned in the specific area of U n ited States history.
r

Table 6
Quarter Credits Earned in United States History by
High School United States History Teachers

Number of
Quarter.Credits

0 7 13 .19 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 67 73 79 over

6
12
18
24
30
36. .
42
48
54
60
66
72
78
84
85

Number of
Teachers

4
20
23
17
. 27
16
13
7
7
7
I
.3
I
2
3

(

*

Total

-

151

Percentage

g

2.6
13.2
15.2
11.3
17.9
10.6
8.7
. 4.6
4.6
4.6
.7
2.0
.7
. 1.3
2.0
100%

The number of earned quarter credits in United
States history as reported by United States history
teachers ranged from two to ninety-nine with a mea n of
30.89.

While the mean was 30.89,

one hundred and twenty

teachers are reported to have acquired forty-two or less
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quarter credits,

and thirty-one teachers' have accumulated

more than forty-two quarter credits in United States
history.
Table seven summarizes the years of teaching ex
perience acquired by high school United States history
teachers.

Each respondent was asked to indicate how many

years of high school teaching experience they have ac 
quired and, of that total, how m any years they had taught
United States history.

Table 7,
-

'■

The Teaching Experience of High School
United States History Teachers
Numb e r of Teachers with
•
. ■■ Numb e r of Teachers
Years of
w ith
Experience •
Teaching
Total Years
Years
Experience
Percentage
U.S. History
Percentage

1 - 3
4 — 6
5 - 9
10 -.12
13 - 15
16 - 18
19 - 21
22 - 24
25 - 27
28 - 30
over 31

Total

45
25
29
18
8
15
7
2
5
4
5

163

56
30
25
14
7

27.6
15.3
17.8
11.0
4.9
9.2
4.3
1.2
3.1
2.5
3.1

100%

12
7

I
5
3
3

Total

163

34.4
18.4
15.3
8.6
4.3
7.4
4.3
.6
. 3.1
1.8
1.8

100%

'
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Table seven suggests that a number of the respon
dents have taught some years at the high school level with
out specifically teaching United States history.

Gener

ally, however, those educators teaching United States
history have acquired a serviceable number of years of
teaching experience.

While the reported mean in total

years of teaching experience was 9.75, the mean years of
experience in teaching United States history was 8.53.
.COLLEGE PROFESSORS AND A BIOGRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
Thirty-four college and university United States
history professors from the eight institutions in Montana
that are involved in pre-service teacher preparation re
turned the instrument.

Of those responding to this ques

tion, four indicated that they held a master's degree
while twenty-eight had acquired a doctorate.

Table eight

and nine reflect the major area of study for those respon
dents indicating that they have an earned master's or
doctoral degree.
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Table 8
Major Area of Study for Those Professors
With a Master's Degree

Major

.Number

Percentage

History

3

75

United States History

I

•• 25

Total

4

100%

Table 9
Major Area of Study for Those Professors
With a Doctoral Degree

Major

Number

History
13
United States History
9
Latin American History
I
International Politics
I
Educational Admin./Political
I
Science
American Studies .
I
I
Political Theory
I
Economics
English History
'■ I
Total

29

Percentage
44.8
31.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
100%

Of the thirty-three that responded to this
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question, twenty-two

(68.7%)

reported that they.had earned

doctorates in history or United States history and nine
(28.1%)

indicated that their respective doctoral degrees

were in the specific area of United States history.
Each respondent was asked to indicate the number
of years of teaching experience they had acquired at both
the high school and college levels.

Table eleven summar

izes the number of years of teaching experience college
or university United States history professors have accum
ulated.

Table 10
Teaching Experience of College and University
United States History Professors

High School
Level

Years
I 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 over

3
6
9
12
15
18
21
'24
27
30
30
Total

6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
I
13

Percentage
46.2
46.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.6
100%

Collegiate
Level •
2
0
I
. 8
8
5
2
2
I
I
2

Total

32

.

Percentage
6.2
0.0
3.2
25.0
25.0
15.6
6.2
6.2
3.2
3.2
6.2
100%

.83

Twelve of the thirteen college and university '
United States history professors that reportedly taught
at the high school level were there six or less .years..
The mean years of 5.77 for high school teaching experience
is somewhat misleading as one college professor reported ..
thirty-three years of high school teaching experience.

In

this case, the median years of high school teaching exper
ience is 4.5.
The mean years of teaching experience at the col-

I

lege or university level for the reporting history pro
fessors was. 15.30.

i

Of the thirteen respondents that indicated that
they had acquired teaching experience at the high school
level, eleven reported that they had taught a high school
United States history course.

Table eleven displays the

number of years that college and university United States
history professors have taught a course in United States
history or related areas at either the high school or col
legiate levels.
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Table 11
Experience at Teaching United States
History by College Professors

Number of
Years

At High
School Level

I - 3
4 — 6
7-9
10 - 12
13 - 15
16 - 18
19 - 21
22 - 24
25 -. 27
28 - 30
Over 30 .
Total

Percent

5
5
0
0
0
I
0
.0
0
0
0

' 45.5
45.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
9,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

. 11

100%

At Collegiate
Level
5
0
2
10
5
4
I
I
2
I •
I
Total 32

Percent
15.7
0.0
6.2 .
31.3
15.7
12.5
3.1
3.1
6.2
3.1
' 3.1
100%

Slightly over one-third or eleven United States
history professors reported having experienced teaching
United States history at the high school level.

Their

mean in years for teaching United States history at the
high school level was 3.91, which compares to a mean of
8.5 in years for high school teachers.
The mean in years for teaching United States his
tory at the collegiate level was 13.24 with a range from
one to thirty-two years.
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JUDGMENTS CONCERNING THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF COURSE
TOPICS .
One of the major purposes of this study was to
compare the judgments of high school United States history
teachers and college and university United States history
professors regarding the relative importance of topics for
an eleventh grade.course in United States history.
The chi square statistic at the .05' level of signi
ficance was used to determine if a difference existed in
judgments regarding course content. •
•Each topic was rated by both populations on a
scale of one to four.

A four was an indication that the

topic was considered essential for inclusion; a three
denoted that the topic was considered desirable; a rating
of two depicted that the topic was considered less essen
tial; and a one indicated that the topic was considered
least desirable and should, therefore, be considered for
omission.
times.

The high school teachers rated each topic two

The teachers were asked to make their first evalu

ation based on the assumption that the perfect or IDEAL
conditions existed.

They were then to make a second eval

uation of the relative importance of each topic given the
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existing or ACTUAL conditions and course content. ' Profes
sors were asked to rate each topic only once with a one
hundred and eighty day school year as a limitation for. a
one year, eleventh grade course in United States history.
Forty-four contingency tables are used to display
the judgments of both populations concerning the relative
importance of each course topic.

Each analysis and dis

play. compares- the judgments of teachers (Ideal) to pro
fessors , teachers■(Actual).to professors, and teachers
(Ideal) to teachers (Actual). The critical chi square
2
value, (x ), the calculated chi square value, and the
degrees of freedom (df) is reported for each set of data.
In some cases the critical chi square value and the
degrees of freedom vary because the assumptions underlying
the use of chi square statistic necessitated that
certain cells be collapsed.

In considering tables twelve

through fifty-five, the degrees of freedom (df) will remain
at three unless it was necessary to collapse cells.

Under

those specific circumstances, the degrees of freedom has
been adjusted- to two.

Each contingency table displays the

data as reported to ease analysis regarding directional
differences.

Tables eleven through fifty-five, then,

depict the aforementioned analysis.
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Table twelve displays the judgments of both popu
lations concerning the topic "The European Experience."
Table 12
The European Experience

Least
Desirable

Desirable

Essential

41
40
61
7
13
11
9
Calculated X =
.6895991 ■ df = 3
26
60
38
7
13 '
11
9
Calculated x 2= TO .981857
41
61
40
38
26
60
df = 3
Calculated x 2= 21.322189
W

15
3
7.82
36
3
7.82
15
36
7.82

-

d
Hi
Il

Teacher Ideal
Professor
„
* Critical X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
»
* Critical X =
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

Less
Essential

Table twelve indicates that at the .05 level there
'
i
'■
was no significant difference between the judgments of the
high school history teachers (Ideal) and the college and
university United States history professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

A majority of both popu

lations considered the topic desirable for inclusion in an
eleventh grade course in United States history.
There was a significant difference at the .05
level between the teachers (Actual) and professor groups.
When given the actual teaching conditions and. course con
tent, teachers tended to rate the "European Experience"
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lower than college professors.
There was also a significant difference at the
.05 level between the teachers (Ideal) and teachers
(Actual) regarding the relative importance of this topic.
While teachers generally considered this topic desirable
for inclusion, they tended to rate the topic less desir
able under existing or actual conditions.. In fact, of
the forty-four topics under consideration, the mean rating
of teacher actual (2.338) for this topic placed it second
from the bottom under actual' conditions.

(Refer to the .

next section for the mean.rank of each topic as judged by
both populations.) .
Table thirteen displays the judgments of the pop
ulations' concerning the relative importance of "The
English Colonies, 1607-1763."
Table 13 .
The English Colonies, 1607i-1763
Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
8
Professor
«
0
■ * Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
8
Professor
„
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
8
Teacher Actual8
' * Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

23 .
57
69
2
12
.20
Calculated X =
4.4435644 ' df. '= 2
52 .
43
57
2'
12
20
Calculated X = 10.895972 ' df = 3
23
57
69
43
52
57
Calculated X =
7.4050817 ' df' = 3
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Table thirteen reflects that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments of the high school history teachers (Ideal) and
the college and university United States history.professor
regarding the relative importance.of the "English Colonies"
topic„

Both populations rated this topic favorably for

inclusion in an eleventh grade course in United States
history.

j
There was a significant difference, however, at

the .05 level between the teacher (Actual) and professor
!
groups. When considering the actual conditions and course

I

content, teachers tended to give this topic a lower rating
than college professors.
There was no significant difference at the .05
level between the teachers (Ideal) and the teachers
(Ideal) regarding the relative importance of this topic.
The mean rating of the judgments relative to teacher ideal
was 3.191 while actual mean rating was 2.988.
the next section.)

(Refer to

-In this instance, then, the mean rat

ings indicate that the "English Colonies" topic is in the
desirable range for teachers.
Table fourteen depicts the judgments of the popu
lations concerning the relative importance of "Colonial
Life in'the New World, 1607-1789."
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Table 14
Colonial Life in the New World, 1607-1789

Least
Less
Desirable . Essential
Teacher Ideal
14'
Professor
?
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Actual
18
Professor
»
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
14
Teacher Actual.
18
* Critical X = 7.82

Desirable

38
67
4
17
O
Calculated X = ' 7.'2094393
64
52
4
17
O
Calculated x = 18.466522
38
67
64
52
O
Calculated X = 10.775858

Essential
39
13
df = 3
28
13
df = 3
39
28
- df = 3

Table fourteen indicates that at the .05 level
there was no significant difference in the judgments of
the history teachers (Ideal) and the college professors
regarding "Colonial Life in the New World."

Generally,

both populations tended to consider the topic desirable
for inclusion in an eleventh grade course in United States
history.
When teachers considered the topic in light of the
actual course content, however, there was a significant
difference at the .0-5 level of confidence.

While judg

ments relative to-teacher actual tended to reflect a rating
of less desirable, college professors generally rated
the topic desirable.

I
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There was also a significant difference at the
.05 level of confidence between the judgments of the
teachers (Ideal) and the teachers (Actual) regarding the
relative importance of this topic„

Ideally teachers

tended to agree with professors and rate the topic desir-■
able.

The teacher judgments relative to actual course

content, however, reflected a generally lower rating of
the actual place of this topic in high school United
States history courses.
Table fifteen depicts the judgments' of the popu
lations concerning the relative importance of "The
Development of Self-Government in the 17th-18th Century."
Table 15
The Development of Self-Government in the 17th-18th.Century

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Teacher Ideal
.3
24
Professor
^
0
3
.
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X =
15
38
Teacher Actual
0
Professor
^
3
2
* Critical X = 7.82 'Calculated X =
24 .
Teacher Ideal
3
15
Teacher Actual.
38
.
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X =

Desirable

Essential

72
59
14
. 17
' df = 2
1.4499168
62
46
17
14
'df = 3
10.124869'
72
59
46
62
'
'
df = 3
16.937759
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Table fifteen indicates that at the .05 level of
confidence, there was no significant difference in the
judgments of the history teachers (Ideal) and the college
professors regarding "The Development of Self-Government
in the IVth-ISth Century."

Both populations tended to

consider the topic desirable for inclusion in ah eleventh
grade course in United States history.
;

There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the professors' judgments and the teachers' (Actual)
!
judgments concerning the relative importance this.topic is
.

given in high school classrooms'.

When teachers considered

the actual course content, the relative importance of this
topic tended to decrease, which required the rejection of
the null at the .05 level of significance.
There was also a significant difference between
the teacher (Ideal) and teacher (Actual) categories of
the statistical analysis.

As has been previously dis

cussed, ideally teachers tended to rate this topic desir
able, but in actuality

the topic tended to fall more in

the less desirable range.

The actual mean rating of 2.863

as compared to ideal mean rating of 3.266 suggests the
discrepancy.( (See next section.)
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Table sixteen depicts the judgments of the popu
lations concerning the relative importance of the "Road
to Revolution, 1700^1776."
Table 16
The Road to Revolution, 1700-1776

Least
Desirable
3
Teacher Ideal
Professor
„
0
* Critical X = .5.99
4
Teacher Actual
Professor
«
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Ideal
3
4
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

8
0
p
Calculated X =
17
0
2
Calculated X =
8
"17
2
Calculated X =

39
7
4.4435644
57
7
9.8495464
39
< 57
9.1652870

Essential
108
27
df = 2
85
27
df = 2
108
85
df = 2

Table sixteen indicates that at the .05 level of
confidence there was a significant difference in the judg
ments 6f teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of this topic.

Both populations

tended to consider the topic essential in United States
history.

Considering the mean ratings
;

(see following

section) professors considered this topic the second most
important topic for inclusion, while teachers (Ideal)
rated the topic as fifth most important.

9.4

There was a significant difference, however, in
the judgments between professors and teachers (Actual)..
Teachers' judgments of the relative importance of this
topic, considering actual conditions or course content,
.decreased significantly requiring the rejection of the
null hypothesis.
There was also a .significant difference between
teacher judgments regarding the ideal and the actual
relative importance of this topic.

Ideally, teachers

tended to rate this topic as essential for inclusion.
Given the actual conditions,.however, the ratings de-...
creased enough to require the rejection of the null
hypothesis at the .05 level of confidence.
Table seventeen displays the judgments of the
populations concerning the relative importance of the
"War for Independence."
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Table 17
The War for-Independence, 1770-1776

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
3
Professor
9
I
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
8
Professor
7
I
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
3
Teacher Actual.
8
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

20
2
Calculated
32
2
Calculated
20
32 Calculated

X'2=
•O
X =
n
X =

Desirable

Essential.

85
50
20
11
df = 2
.81283945
48
75
20
11
4.3564634
df = 3
85
50
75
48
5.6312475 ' df = 3

Table seventeen depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the "War for Independence, 17701776."

A majority of both populations rated the topic as

essential for inclusion in the content for a high school
history course.
There was also no significant difference in the
judgments between professors and teachers (Actual). While
the ratings decreased somewhat within the teacher actual ■
classification, the decline was not significant.
In addition, there was no significant difference
at the .05 level between the teacher ideal and teacher

.

actual components.
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Eighty-five teachers considered this

topic as ideally being essential while seventy-five
teachers considered it essential in terms of actual
course content.
Table eighteen depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Creation of the Federal Union."
Table 18
The Creation of the Federal Union, 1777-1789

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

Teacher Ideal
3
. 10
43
101
Professor
^
0
0.
31
3
. * Critical X = 5.99 'Calculated X 2= 9.7291737
df = 2
Teacher Actual
6
75
27
55 •
Professor
^
3
31
0
0
9
df = 2
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X = 23.481400 ’
Teacher Ideal
3
10
101
43
Teacher Actual.
6
27
55 ■
75
9
df = 2
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X = 13.898331
College professors considered the topic analyzed in
table eighteen as having the highest priority among the
forty-four items rated.

The mean rating, of 3.912 (see

following section) indicates that professors certainly con
sider "The Creation of the Federal Union" as an essential
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topic. A majority of teachers (Ideal) also considered the
topic essential but rated it somewhat lower as the cal
culated mean of 3.541 placed this topic eleventh on the
teachers'

(Ideal) prioritized list of course topics.

This discrepancy helps to suggest why statistical analyses
revealed a significant difference between the judgments
of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the relative
importance of this particular topic.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments between the professors and the teachers as
teachers rated the topic in relationship to the actual
course content.

Teachers'

(Actual) ratings decreased sig

nificantly, thereby providing a discrepancy which required
the rejection of .the null hypothesis.
In addition, there was a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers concerning the teacher ideal
and teacher actual classification.

Ideally, one hundred

and one teachers rated the topic as essential while only
seventy-five provided an essential rating relative to
actual course content.
Table nineteen depicts the judgments of both pop
ulations concerning "The New Government at Work, 17891800. "
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Table 19
The New Government at Work, 1789-1800

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
3
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
9
Professor
^ O
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
3
Teacher Actual9
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

21
57
76
I
^
6
27
Calculated X = 11.85847
df = 2
33
65
56
I
~
6
27
Calculated X = 24.170258
df =.'3
21
57
76
3 3 - 6 5
56
Calculated X =
9.1122599
df = 3

The topic receiving the second highest mean rating
by college professors is depicted in table nineteen.

In

that regard, there was a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of "The New Government at Work, 1789.1800."

By comparing the percentage of the population re-i

sponses, that clustered in the essential cell, the reason
for the statistical discrepancy can be more clearly identtified., While 79.4% of the professors rated the. topic as
essential, only 48.4% of the teachers (Ideal) considered
the topic essential for inclusion in a high school United
States history course.

It should be noted that this re

searcher will utilize percentage comparisons when their
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application helps to clarify the contingency table analy
sis.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of the professors and the teachers regarding the
teachers' rating.of this topic in light of actual course
content.

The percentage of teachers considering this

topic essential dropped from the ideal category of 48.4%
to 34.4% under the actual criteria.

The fact that 79.4%

of the professors considered the topic essential helps to
explain the reason for the rejection of the null hypothe
sis .
In addition, there was a significant difference
at the .05 level between the judgments of teachers
regarding the ideal and actual relative value of this
topic.

As has been pointed out, teachers ranked the

topic significantly lower when considering the nature of
the actual course content.
.Table twenty displays the judgments of the popula
tions regarding the relative importance of "The
Jeffersonians in Power,. 1800-1821.".
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Table 20
The Jeffersonians in Power, 1800-1821

Least >
Less
Desirable Essential

Desirable

5
Teacher Ideal
43
62
0
5
13
Professor
5.0311184
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X =
17
51
58
Teacher Actual
Professor
»
.0 .
5
13
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = 12.526984
5
62
Teacher Ideal
'43
Teacher Actual17
51
2
58
8.4405785
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X =

Essential
47
16
df = 2
37
16
df = 3
47
37
df = 3

Table twenty demonstrates that at the .05 level of
confidence there was net significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
•relative importance of this topic.

38.2% of the.profes

sors and 39.5% of the teachers (Ideal) saw this topic as
desirable for inclusion in an eleventh grade course in
United States history.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of professors and teachers (Actual) regard
ing the content item.

While 38.2% of the professors con

sidered the topic desirable for inclusion, 31.2% of the
teachers (Actual) considered the topic less desirable.
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There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the relative importance of
this topic as it relates to ideal-actual discrepancy analy
sis.

As compared to the teacher (Ideal) judgments,

teachers (Actual) tended to rate this item lower with
seventeen indicating that the item is least desirable and
should be omitted.
Table twenty-one depicts the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of including
the "War of 1812" as a topic for study in an eleventh
grade United States history course.
Table 21
The War of 1812

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
Professor
.~
* Critical.X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
~
* Critical. X =
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

10
I
7.82
25
I
'7.82
10
25
7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

38
59
11
9
O
Calculated X = 1.2556076
51
51
11
9
n
Calculated x 2= 6.7161598
59
38
51 ■
51
o
Calculated X = 11.133353 :

49
13
df
35
13
' df
49
35
df

.
= 3
= 3
= 3

Table twenty-one depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
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judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
topic.

While the responses are relatively spread out,

the means for both groups (Teachers ideal mean =2.962;
professors mean = 3.059) indicate that the topic tends to
be considered desirable.
Likewise there was no significant difference in
the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors regard
ing the relative importance of including the "War of 1812"
as a content component for a course in United States his
tory.

By comparing.the percentage of the population re

sponses that clustered in two of the four cells (i.e., less
essential or desirable) the reasons for the significant
level of agreement can be more easily identified.

59% of

the professors and 62.9% of the teachers rated the topic
as either less essential or desirablei
There was, however, a significant difference in
teacher judgments regarding the ideal and actual relative
to the value of the topic.

While teacher responses do not

cluster in any particular cell, the overall rating of the
topic by the teachers (Actual) is significantly lower than
that of teachers (Ideal).
Table twenty-two displays the judgments of the pop
ulations concerning the relative value of including the
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"Economic Transformation of the United States, 1815-1860"
as a topic for an eleventh grade course in United States
history.
Table 22
Economic Transformation of the U.S., 1815-1860

Least
Desirable
5
Teacher Ideal
Professor
?
0
. * Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
13
0
Professor
2
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
5
13
Teacher Actual* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

-25
67
15
7
2
Calculated. X =
.10846370
58
53
15
7
2
Calculated X = 7.1300011
25 .
67
53
58
g
Calculated X = 22.659363

60
12
df = 2
39
12
df = 3
60
39 ,
df = 3

Table twenty-two depicts that, at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative value of both populations tended to cluster
around desirable.

The mean rating for teacher ideal,

3.159, compares favorably with 3.142 which was the mean
rating given this item by college professors.
There was also no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and p r o f e s s o r s .

While
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teachers (Actual) tended to,rate the content component a
little lower than professors, no significant difference
was detected at the .05 level of confidence.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the teacher ideal-teacher actual category.

While 80.9% of

the teachers (Ideal) indicated that the item should be
considered either desirable or essential, only 57.0% rated
the item either desirable or essential in light of the
actual United States history course content.
Table twenty-three displays the judgments of both
populations regarding the inclusion of the "Rise of
Nationalism, 1776-1828" as a viable course component.
Table 23
Rise of Nationalism, 1776-1828

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

Teacher Ideal
.3
22
69
62
Professor
?
I
4
^
15
14
* Critical X = 5.99 ' Calculated X = ' 4.5203932 ' df = 2
Teacher Actual
10
51
64
36
Professor
„
I
4
’~
15
14
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X =
8.4866018
df = 3
Teacher Ideal
3
22
69
62
Teacher Actual*
10
51
*
64
36
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = 22.302368 ....df = 3
Table twenty-three demonstrates that there was no
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significant difference in the judgments of teachers (Ideal)
and college professors regarding the relative importance
of the "Rise of Nationalism."

While response of both pop

ulations tended to spread out in all cells, 44.2% of the
teachers (Ideal) and 44.1% of the professors considered
the topic desirable for inclusion.
There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the relative importance of the topic.

Teachers

(Actual) tended to rate this.topic significantly lower
than college professors.

31.7% of the teachers (Actual)

rated the item as being iess essential., for instance,
while only. 12.5% of the professors rated the topic simi
larly.
There was also a significant difference in judg- ,
ments of teacher ideal and teacher actual.

Sixty-two

teachers rated this topic as ideally being essential for
inclusion in a United States history course.

Only thirty-

six, however, rated tht topic essential in light of actual
course content.

In addition, while only twenty-two

teachers rated the topic as ideally less desirable, fiftyone teachers rated the topic as less essential in terms of
the actual classroom conditions.
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Table twenty-four depicts the judgments of the
populations regarding the relative importance of "The Age
of Jackson, 1828-1844."
Table 24
The Age of Jackson, 1828-1844

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
.6
Professor
»
3
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Actual
13
Professor
^
3
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
6
Teacher Actual.
13
' * Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

.28
0
Calculated
51
0
Calculated
28
51
Calculated

Desirable

Essential

59
65
15
16
8.0988302
df = 3
57
42
15
16
X =15.638947
df = 3
59
65
.
57
42
X -= 14.179123 '
df = 3
^
X=

There was a significant difference between the
judgments of the teachers (Ideal) and the professors re
garding the "Age of Jackson."

While twenty-eight teachers

rated the topic as less desirable, no college professors
acted similarly.

In addition, 91.1% of the professors

rated the item as either desirable or essential, while
78.4% of the teachers (Ideal) agreed.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of the teachers

(Actual)

and the professors
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concerning the topic.

While 91.1% of the professors'

responses clustered in the desirable and essential categor
ies, the teachers' responses tended to spread out more
evenly in all cells.

Fifty-one teachers rated the topic

as less essential, and could be omitted from inclusion in
a course of study.

No professors agreed with the teachers

(Actual) rating in that category.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideal and actual
classification.

The largest discrepancy appears in the

less essential cell.

While only twenty-eight teachers

rated the topic as ideally being less desirable, fiftyone rated it less desirable in light of their knowledge of
actual course content.
Table twenty-five depicts the judgments of the
populations concerning "Manifest Destiny and Territorial
Expansion, 1803-1850."
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Table 25
Manifest Destiny and Territorial Expansion, 1803-1850

Least
Desirable

Desirable

54
13
.3
15
Calculated
1.2663727
38
56
3
15
O
Calculated X = 5.5589228
13
54
38
.56
O
Calculated X = 21.451614
X
rv
Il '

I
Teacher Ideal
0
Professor
^
* Critical X = 5.99
7
Teacher Actual
0
Professor
* Critical X = 7.82
I
Teacher Ideal
7
Teacher Actual* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Essential
90
16
df = 2
63
16
df = 3
90
63
df = 3

Table twenty-five depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the content item.

This is one o f ■

the few instances where teachers rated any topic higher
than college history professors.

56.9% of the teachers

(Ideal) rated the topic as being essential, while 47.1% of
the professors rated thetopic similarly.
Additionally, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and college profes
sors regarding the topic.

Both teacher and professor res

ponses tended to cluster in the desirable and essential
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cells mandating that the null hypothesis be retained.
There was, however, a significant difference be
tween the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal and
actual consideration.

The largest rating discrepancy

appears in the essential category.

56.9% of the teachers

rated the topic ideally essential for inclusion in a
high school United States history course.

Given the

actual course content and conditions, however, only 38.4%
of them rated it similarly.
Table twenty-six depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Mexican-American War, 1846-1848 .
Table 26
The Mexican-American War, 1846-1848

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Teacher Ideal
9
45
Professor
»
I
10
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated
Teacher Actual
17
58
Professor
«
I
1 0
* Critical X = 7.82 ' Calculated
Teacher Ideal
9
45
Teacher Actual17
58
* Critical X = 7.82 ' Calculated

Desirable

58
13
' .44992113
53
- 1 3
X '= 3.3629646
58
53
X = ' 5.8215485
«
X=

Essential
44
10
' df = 3
. 33
10
' df = 3
44
33
' df = 3
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Table twenty-six depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference between
teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the relative im
portance of the topic.

The teachers mean rating of 2.858

tends to be consistent with the mean rating of 2.914 for
professors.

Additionally, there was some clustering in the

desirable category suggesting that both populations tended
to rate the topic as desirable for inclusion in a United
States history course.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Actual) and professors regarding the
topic.

While teachers' ratings generally decreased in the

actual category, the discrepancies are not significant.
In addition, there was no significant difference at
the .05 level of confidence between the teacher ideal and
teacher actual classification.

By comparing the percentage

of the population responses that clustered in two of the
four cells (i .e ., less essential and desirable) the reason
for the significant level of agreement can be more easily
identified.

In that case 71.1% of the teachers felt the

topic was ideally either less essential or desirable for
inclusion.

In considering the actual course content or

conditions, however, 68.9% of. the teachers rated the topic
in these two categories.

Generally, then, there is no
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significant difference between the judgments of the groups
and the ratings tend to indicate the topic is considered
desirable.
Table twenty-seven displays the judgments of the
populations concerning "The Controversy Over Slavery,
1820-1861."
Table 27
The Controversy Over Slavery, 1820-1861
Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
Professor
^
1* Critical X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
. * Critical X =
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

“I
O
5.99
2
0
5.99
I
2
5.99

Less
Essential
~1

I
Calculated.
15
I
Calculated
7
15
Calculated

Desirable 'Essential

ZE
.122
7
26
' .396948 81
df = 2
53
93
»
7
26
X = 4.7959681 ' df = 2
28
122
.
53
93
X = 14.793387 '’ df = 2
^
X =

There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

77.2% of the teachers

(Ideal) and 76.4% of the professors rated the topic as
essential for inclusion in a United States history course.
In addition,
at the

there was no significant difference

.05 level in the judgments of the teachers

and the professors regarding the topic.

(Actual)

A m a j ority of
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both populations rated the topic essential.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal and actual
analysis of this topic.

While a majority of the population

rated the topic essential in both classifications, a dis
crepancy appears in the desirable cells.

Twenty-eight

teachers ideally rated the topic as only desirable for in
clusion.

This compares to fifty-eight for the teacher

actual group.
Table twenty-eight depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Reforms and Cultural .Achievements Pre-Civil War Period."
Table 28
Reforms and Cultural Achievement, Pre-Civil War Periods

'

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

42
Teacher Ideal
10
33
73
I
Professor
~
5
.
16
2
12
df = 3
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = ■ 5.7360201
22
34
57
51
Teacher Actual
I
5
.
12
16
Professor
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = 14.160364
df = 3
.33
73
42
Teacher Ideal ■
10
22 .
57
. 34
.
51
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = 15.538932 '
df = 2
Table twenty-eight displays that at the .05 level
of confidence there was no significant difference between

I
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the judgments of teachers- ■(Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of the topic.

Generally, the re

sponses of both populations tended to cluster in two cate-.
gories (i.e., desirable and essential).

72.8% of the

teachers (Ideal) and 82.4% of the professors rated the
topic either desirable or essential.
There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the topic.

The-teacher (Actual) group tended to

rate the topic much lower than college professors..

48.1%

of the teacher respondents rated the topic either least
desirable or less desirable.

Only. 17.6% of the professors'

rated the topic similarly, thereby providing a significant
discrepancy.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teacher (Ideal)-teacher (Actual) analysis.
Generally, the teacher ideal responses tended to cluster
around the desirable category while the teacher actual re
sponses tended to cluster in the less essential cell.

As

has been the pattern across several topics, the teacher ac
tual rating was significantly lower than the teacher ideal.
Table twenty-nine displays the judgments of both

I
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populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Civil War."
Table 29
The Civil War

Least
Desirable
2
Teacher Ideal
I
Professor
* Critical X = 5.9 9
2
Teacher Actual
I
Professor
».
* Critical X = 5.99
2
Teacher Ideal
2
Teacher Actual* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

10
126
19 •
2
23
8
O
Calculated X = 3.2007980 '' df = 2
21
100
40
23
2
8
O
df = 2
Calculated x 2='
.78626412
126
10
19
21
40
100
O
‘ df = 2
Calculated X2=' 14.261464

Table twenty-nine depicts that at the .05 level of
significance there was no significant difference between
the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative value of the topic. ■ A large majority of both
populations rated the topic as essential for inclusion in
a United States history course.

The teacher (Ideal) group

ranked this topic third and the professors ranked it eighth
of: forty-four topics (see following section) for inclusion.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments between teachers

(Actual)

and professors regarding
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the relative importance of the topic. As was seen earIier, a large majority of both populations rated "The
Civil War" essential for inclusion in an eleventh grade
course in United States history.
There was, however, a significant difference be
tween the judgments of the teachers regarding the idealactual analysis.

Only.thirty-one teachers rated the topic

as ideally being in any category less than essential.
Considering the actual course content, teachers more than
doubled that total to sixty-three.
Table thirty depicts the judgments of both popula
tions concerning the relative importance of "The Industrial
Revolution, 1865-1877."
Table 30
The Industrial Revolution, 1865-1877

Least
Desirable
4
Teacher Ideal
Professor
»
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher•Actual
9
Professor
«
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
4
Teacher Actual9
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

25
61
15
5'
2
.40961194
Calculated X =
52
66
1.5
5
2
Calculated X = 9.8782282
25
61
66
52
Calculated X = 21.962585

Essential
65
14
df = 2.
33
14
df = 3
65
33
df = 3
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Table thirty depicts that at the .05 level of con
fidence there was no significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

Both populations tended

to rate the topic as either desirable or essential for in
clusion in an eleventh grade course in United States
history.
There was a significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors, however.

A

large discrepancy surfaced in the essential category.
While 41.2% of the professors rated the topic as essential,
for inclusion, only 20.6% of the teachers (Actual) agreed.
In addition, while 14.7% of the professors considered the
topic less essential, 32.5% of the teachers (Actual) rated
the topic similarly.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual analy
sis.

Over twice as many of the teachers (Ideal) considered

the topic essential.

In addition, only twenty-five

teachers felt the topic was ideally less essential.. Con
sidering the reality of course.content, however, fiftytwo teachers rated the topic as less essential and
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correspondingly could be considered for omission.
Table thirty-one depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning "The Reconstruction Period,
1865-1877."
Table 31
The Reconstruction Period, 1865-1877

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
2
Professor
«
0
* Critical X =' 5.99
5
Teacher Actual
Professor
»
0
* Critical X = 5.99
2
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
5
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

13
7
Calculated X2=

67
76
9
18
7.987627 ' ' df = 2
69
57
33
7
18
9
Calculated X2= 4.2815475
df = 2
13
76
67
33
69
57
Calculated x 2= 1 2 . 617417 ' df = 2

Table thirty-one depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

42.4% of the teachers

considered the topic desirable while 26.4% of the profes
sors responded similarly.
There was, however, no significant difference
between the judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors
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regarding the topic.

While the ratings of the teacher

actual classification were somewhat lower than the teacher
ideal, the shift was not significant at the .05 level.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
discrepancy analysis. ' The teacher ideal group generally
tended to rate the topic essential, while the teacher
actual rating tended to cluster in the desirable category.
Table thirty-two depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning "The Settlement of the West, 18481891."
Table 32

,

Settlement of the West, 1848-1891

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
3
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
8
Professor
?
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
3
Teacher Actual8
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

9

72

6

11

Essential

. 74
17
9
Calculated X = 4.2053366
df = 2
34
52
69
6
11
17
o
Calculated X = 5.1321783
df = 3
72
9
74
3452
69
Calculated x 2= 20.639801 df = 3

Table thirty-two depicts that at the .05 level of
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confidence there is no significant.difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic. . 46.8% of the teachers
(Ideal) and 50% of the professors considered the
"Settlement of the West", as essential for inclusion.
Additionally, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the topic.

While teacher (Actual) responses ■

tended to cluster in the desirable category and professor
responses tended to cluster in the essential category,
the discrepancy was not significant at the .05 level.
There was a significant difference, in the judgments
of teachers regarding the ideal-actual

analysis.

While

46.8% of the teachers rated the topic as being ideally
essential, only 32.3% of the ratings for teacher actual
fell in the same category.
Table thirty-three depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Revolt of the Farmers, 1865-1890."
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Table 33
The Revolt of the Farmers , 1865-1890

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
6
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
23
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
6
Teacher ActuaI„
23
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

34

76

. O
Calculated X^=
62

10

8

8

O

6.3899546
58
10

Calculated X = 24,364731
34
76
51
. 62
O
Calculated X = 26.861786 '

Essential
41
■ 16
df = 2
21

16
df = 3
41
21 .
df = 3

■ Table thirty-three depicts that at the .05 level
of confidence there is no, significant difference between■
the judgments of' teachers (ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of the topic.

The responses of

both populations tended'to cluster in the desirable and
essential categories.

74.5% of the teachers (Ideal) and

76.4% of the professors rated "The Revolt of the•Farmer"
either desirable or essential for inclusion.
There was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Actual) and professors regarding the
topic.

While 79.3% of the teacher (Actual) ratings clus

tered in the less essential or desirable categories, 76.5%
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of professor responses occurred in the desirable or
essential cells.

The difference was significant at the

.05 level of significance.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual
analysis.

Nearly twice as many teachers considered the

topic ideally essential as compared to the teacher actual
classification.

Generally, however, the teacher ideal

responses tended to cluster in the desirable category
while the teacher actual judgments reflected less essential
rating.
Table thirty-four depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning "The Workers and Immigrants,
1865-1917."
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Table 34

The Workers and Immigrants, 1865-1917

Least
Desirable
2
Teacher Ideal
Professor
p
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
7
Professor
~
0
* Critical X = 7.82
2
Teacher Ideal
7
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

17
68
4 . 0 - 1 3
Calculated X =
' .31106180
54
63
4
„
13
Calculated X = 12.172766
17
68
54 .
63
Calculated X = 30.797363

71
17
df = 2
40
17
df = 3
71
40
df = 2

Table,thirty-four displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and college professors.

Gen

erally, the responses of both populations tended to cluster
in the desirable and essential categories.

The mean

.rating of 3.316 for teachers (Ideal) compares very closely
to the mean rating of 3.382 for college professors.
There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the relative importance of the topic.

Generally,

the teachers (Actual) ratings tended to cluster in the
desirable category while the professors tended to consider.
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the topic essential.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
discrepancy analysis.

The teacher actual ratings were

significantly lower than those of the teacher ideal res
ponses.

The teacher ideal ratings tended to cluster in

either the desirable or essential categories, while the
teacher actual ratings grouped into the less essential or
desirable cells.
Table thirty-five depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Growth of Industrialization and Urbanization, 1860-1910."
Table 35
The Growth of Industrialization and Urbanization, 1860-1.910)

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
6
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
22
Teacher Actual
Professor
?
0
* Critical X = 5.99
6
Teacher Ideal
22
Teacher Actuals
■'* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

33
69
7
10
O
Calculated X = 4.9758520
55
60
7
10
O
Calculated X ^ = 20.731750
33
69
55
60
O
Calculated X^ = 30.806808

Essential
52
17
df = 2
27
17
df = 2
52
27
df = 3
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Table thirty-five depicts that at the .05 level of
significance there was no significant difference between
the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of the topic.

While teachers

tended to rate the topic desirable and the professors
tended to rate the topic essential, the discrepancy is
marginal and not significant.
There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the relative importance of America's industrial
ization.

While 50% of the professors rated the topic as

essential, only 16.5% of the teachers (Actual) responded
similarly

In addition, 47% of the teachers (Actual)

rated the topic as either least desirable or less essential
as compared to 2 0 .6 % for the professor group.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
discrepancy analysis.

The teacher ideal ratings tended

to cluster in the desirable category.

That clustering

trend is supported by the mean rating for that group of
3.019.

The teacher actual rating, however, depicts a much

lower evaluation of this topic with a mean of 2.561.
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,

;

Table thirty-six depicts the judgments of both
populations' concerning the relative importance of "The
Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded Ages,. 1865-1914
Table 36
Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded Age, 1865-1914

Least
Desirable
14
Teacher Ideal.
2
Professor
«
* Critical X = 7.82
42
Teacher Actual
2
Professor
«
* Critical X = 7.82
14
Teacher Ideal ■
42
Teacher Actual: * Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

75
13
3.547163
38
13
10
9
Calculated X = 19.650436
75
■47 .
38
72
Calculated x 2= 34.964371
■ 47
' 10
O
Calculated X =
72

■Essential
22

9
df = 3
11

9
df = 3
22
11

■' df = 3

Table thirty-six depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence no significant difference existed between.the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding ’
the relative importance of this topic.

The responses of

both populations generally tended to cluster around the
desirable category.

In addition, the mean rating this

topic received by teachers ranked it last of fortyrfour
course topics.

Professors tended to agree as their mean

rating of the topic ranked it third from last.
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There was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Actual) and professors regarding the
topic displayed in table thirty-six.

The teachers'

(Actual) ratings of the relative importance of this topic
tended to cluster around the less essential category.
Professors, however, tended to rate the topic as being
desirable for inclusion in a United States history course
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual analysis
Given ideal or perfect educational.conditions, teachers
tended to rate the topic as being desirable for inclusion
in an eleventh grade United States history.course.

The

teacher actual analysis, however, depicts a clustering
around the less essential category.
Table thirty-seven displays the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
Spanish American War, 1898."

Table 37

The Spanish American War, 1898

Least.
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
4
Professor
^
I
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
17
Professor
„
I
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
4
Teacher Actual^
17
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential
32

Desirable

52

69

9
Calculcated X =
2.1082268
49
61
9
12
2
Calculated X = 4.9392405
32
69
61
49
g
Calculated X = 14.909658
12

Essential
12

df = 2
36
12

df = 3
52
36
df = 3

Table thirty-seven depicts that at the .05 level
of confidence there was no significant difference between '
the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of "The Spanish American War."
The teachers' i(Ideal) mean rating of 3.076 and the profes
sors' mean, rating of 2.914 indicates that both populations
tend to rate this topic as desirable for inclusion in a
course of study.
A d d i t i o n a l l y , there was no significant difference
between the judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors

regarding the topic displayed in table t h i r t y - s e v e n .
has been pointed out,

As

the professors' mean rating of 2.914
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tends to place the topic in the desirable category for
college professors.

Correspondingly, the teachers (Actual)'

ratings tend to cluster around the desirable category as
well.
There was, however,a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual analysis.

■

Generally, the teacher ideal responses tended to

cluster in the desirable and essential categories, while
the teacher actual responses tend to cluster in the less
essential and desirable categories.
Table thirty-eight depicts the -judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of "The
United States and World Affairs, 1898-1908."
.Table 38
The United States and World Affairs, 1898-1908.

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
0
Professor
?
I
* Critical X. = 5.99
Teacher Actual
.7
Professor
«
I
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal ■,
0
Teacher Actual?
7
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential
•19

Desirable

•58
13
Calculated x 2= 2.1082268
46
60
6
13 .
Calculated X2= 2.1751804
58
.19
46
60
Calculated x 2= 24.964310
6

Essential
81
14
df = 2
51
14
df = 3
_8
51
df = 3
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Table thirty-eight depicts that at the. .05 level
of confidence there was no significant difference between
the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of the topic.

51.2% of the

teachers (Ideal) and 41.2%.of the professors considered
the topic essential for inclusion in a course of study.
In addition, there was no significant difference ■
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the topic.

79.4% of the teachers (Actual) and

67.7% of the professors rated the topic either desirable
or essential for inclusion in a course of study.
There is, however, a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideaI-actual dis
crepancy analysis.

The discrepancies appear in the less

essential and the essential categories.

Slightly over

one-half of the teachers rated the topic as ideally being
essential for inclusion.

Considering the actual conditions

and course content, however, the frequency of that response
dropped to 31.1%.

In addition, nineteen teachers rated

the course as ideally less essential, while the teacher
actual analysis produced forty-six teachers who rated the
topic similarly.
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Table thirty-nine depicts the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative value of "The
Progressive Movement, 1900-1917."
Table 39
The Progressive Movement, 1900-1918

Least
Desirable
I
Teacher Ideal
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
6
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
0
. * ,Critical X = 7.82
I
Teacher Ideal
6
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential• Desirable
15

66

' 9
Calculated X2= 4.2876883
64
44
2
9
O
Calculated X = 18.313492
15
66
44
64
9
Calculated x 2= 22.807083
2

Essential.
76
23
df = 2
50
23
df = 3
76
50
df -= 2

Table thirty-nine depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

89.9% of the teachers

(Ideal) and 94.1% of the professors rated the progressive
movement as either desirable or essential as a course
topic.
There was a significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors regarding
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the topic displayed in table thirty-nine.

Generally, the

professor responses tended to cluster around the essential
category, while the teacher (actual) responses tended to
cluster around the desirable category. .The mean rating
derived from the professors' responses to this topic .was
3.618.

The teacher (actual) mean rating of 2.963 demon

strates a considerable discrepancy in the judgments of the
populations.
There was also a significant difference beween the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual analy
sis.

The largest discrepancy appears in the essential

category.

While seventy-six teachers rated the topic as

ideally being essential for inclusion, only fifty teachers
agreed in light of the actual, conditions or course conr
tent.
Table forty depicts the judgments of both popula
tions regarding the relative importance of "The Caribbean
and United States Control,. 1898-1917."

;-

I
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Table 40
The Caribbean and United States Control, 1898-1917

Least
Desirable
2
Teacher Ideal
Professor
9
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
15
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 7.82
2
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
15
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable

80
18 ,
3.4581404
57
18
10
Calculated x 2= 6.1669483
27
80
52
57
Calculated x 2= 22.519974
27

Essential
49

10

o
Calculated X2=
52

6

df = 2
40
6

df = 3
49

40
df = 3

Table forty displays that at the .05 level of con
fidence there was no significant difference between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of this topic.

50.6% of the teachers

(Ideal) and 52.9% of the professors rated the topic desir
able for inclusion in a course.
In addition, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the relative importance of the topic.

Generally,

the ratings of both populations tend to cluster around
the desirable category.
There is, however, a significant difference in the

Ji
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judgments of teachers concerning the ideal, actual analy
sis.

While 50.6% of the teacher ideal ratings appear

in the desirable category, only 34.8% of the teacher ac
tual group responded similarly.

In addition, fifty-two

teachers rated this topic as less essential in.light of
the actual course content.

Ideally, however, only twenty-

seven teachers rated the topic as less essential and could
be considered for,omission.
Table forty-one depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative value of "World War I
and Versailles."
Table 41
World War.I and-Versailles

Least
Less
Desirable .Essential.
Teacher Ideal
0
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.9 9
Teacher Actual
3
Professor
„
0
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Ideal
0
3
Teacher Actual* Critical X = 5.99

8

4
2
Calculated X =
. 17
4
2
Calculated X =
8

17 .
2
Calculated X =

Desirable
28

9

4.0185623
45
9

2.3081608
28

45
12. 4 8 5 1 0 3

Essential
122
21

''.df = 2
99
21

df — 2
122

99
df = 2

Table forty-one depicts that at the .05 level of
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confidence there was no significant difference between the
teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the topic "World
War I and Versailles."

Of the forty-four course topics

rated, teachers (Ideal) rated the topic high enough so
that its mean ranked it ahead of all other content items.
Well over a majority of both populations rated the topic
as essential for inclusion in a course of study.
In addition, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors re
garding the relative importance of the topic.

60.4% of

the teachers actual and 61.8% of the professors rated the
topic as essential for inclusion.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-factual
discrepancy analysis.

While 77.2% of the teachers (Ideal)

rated the topic essential, only 61.8% of the teachers
(Actual) responded in similar fashion.

In both instances,

however, well over a majority rated the topic as essential.
Z
Table forty-two depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "Social
and Cultural Trends During the Twenties, 1919-1929."
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Table 42

Social and Cultural Trends During the Twenties, 1919-1929

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
Professor
«
* Critical X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
^
* Critical Xz='
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

62
15
6
2
Calculated X =' 1.3462019
11
49
59
I
15
G
2
5.99 Calculated X =' ' 3.2788420
22
62
2 ,
11
59
49
2
7.82 Calculated X = 22.699585
2

22

I
5.99

72
12

df.= 2
45
12.
df = 2
72
45
df = 3

Table forty-two displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
topic.

A vast majority of both populations rated the topic

as either desirable or essential for inclusion in an
eleventh grade course in United States history.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers (Actual) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

The responses of both

populations tended to cluster around the essential
category.
There was, however, a significant difference in.
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the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual
analysis.

The responses of teacher (Ideal) tended to clus

ter in the essential category, while the responses of
teacher(Actual)tended=to cluster in the desirable category.
The teacher ideal mean rating of 3.646 and the teacher
actual mean rating of 2.841 adequately describes the dis
crepancy .
Table forty-three depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of
"Republicans' Political and Economic Policies, 1920-1932."
Table 43
Republicans' Political and Economic Policies, 1920-1932

Least
■Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable

Teacher Ideal
4
18
67
Professor
_
3
I
11
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X2= 1.7025633
42
Teacher Actual
13
67
Professor
„
I
3
11
* Critical X = 7.8 2 Calculated X2=' '13.375191
4
18
Teacher Ideal
67
42
Teacher Actual.
67
13
* Critical X = 7.82 'Calculated X2='' 20.827667

Essential
69
19
df = 2
42
19
df '= 3
69
42
' df = 3

.Table forty-three depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
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judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

The responses of both

populations tended to cluster in the essential category.
While teachers' (Ideal) ratings were somewhat lower than,
those of the professors, the discrepancy was not signifi
cant.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors con
cerning the topic.

Generally, the responses of teachers

tended to cluster in the desirable cell while professors
tended to rate the topic as essential for inclusion.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual analysis.
While the teacher ideal responses tended to cluster in the
essential category, the teacher actual responses tended, to
fall around the desirable cell.
Table forty-four, depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "Foreign
Policy in the 1920's."
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Table 44

Foreign Policy in the 1920's

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable.

Teacher Ideal
9
48
62
2
Professor
„
8
9
18
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X = • 2.3033800
22
Teacher Actual
67
50
2
8
Professor
«
18
* Critical X = 7.82 Calculated X =
7.7874470
48
Teacher Ideal
9
62
22
67
Teacher Actual,
50 .
* Critical X = 7.82 ' Calculated X = 12.831608

Essential
39
6

df = 3
25
6

df = 3
39
25
df = 3

.Table forty-four displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments between the teachers (Ideal) and professors
regarding the relative importance of the topic.

Generally,

the responses of both populations tended to cluster in the
desirable category.
There was also no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors concerning
the topic. 71.3% of the teachers (Actual) and 76.5% of the
professors rated the topic as either less essential or
desirable for inclusion in an eleventh grade course in
United States history.
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There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual
r ■

analysis.

-/

The responses of the teacher ideal' group tended

to cluster around the desirable category.

The teacher

actual group tended to rate the topic as less essential
for inclusion in a.course of study.

The lower rating of

the teacher actual classification, then, helps to explain
the rejection of the null hypothesis.
Table forty-five depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of
"Launching the New Deal,. 1933-1938. " Table 45
Launching the New Deal, 1933-1938

Least
Desirable

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

HO
Teacher Ideal
I'
9
. 38
26
Professor
?
0
7
.I
9
df = 2
. * Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X =
.88902402
Teacher Actual
5.
27
53
79
26
Professor
t
I
7
0
9
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated X = TO .17140 7 ' ' df = 2
I
HO
Teacher Ideal
38
9
53
Teacher Actual.
5
27
79
9
* Critical X = 5.99 ' Calculated ]T= 18.593216
df = 2
Table forty-five displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference between the
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judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

A vast majority of both

populations rated the topic as essential for inclusion in
an eleventh grade course in United States history.
There was, however, a significant difference be
tween the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors
regarding the topic.

48.2% of the teachers rated the

topic as essential, for inclusion.

That proportion compares

to 76.5% for college professors.
There was also a significant difference between '.he
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
analysis.

While one hundred and ten teachers ideal rated

the topic essential, only seventy-nine of the teachers
actual responses fell into the same category.
Table forty-six depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "Social
and Cultural Trends in the Great Depression, 1930-1940. Il
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Table 46

Social and Cultural Trends in the
Great Depression, 1930-1940

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
Professor
~
* Critical X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
* Critical X ='
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

3

62

2

11

31
62
5
16
5.99 v!Calculated X2-=
.78143311
14
55
56
2
5
16
7.82 Calculated X 2= ' 5.6516600
3
31
62
14
55
56
o
7.82 Calculated X = 19.252884

df = 2
39
11

df = 3
62
39
df = 3

Table forty-six depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

78.5% of the teachers

and 79.4% of the professors rated the topic either desir
able or essential.
There was also no significant difference in the
judgments between teachers (Actual) and professors regard
ing the topic.

The responses of both populations tended

to cluster around the desirable category.
There was, however, a significant difference be
tween the judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual
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analysis.

The teacher ideal ratings tended to cluster in

either the desirable or essential cells while the teacher
actual judgments clustered in the less essential or
desirable categories.
Table forty-seven displays the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of "World
Events Challenge American Foreign Policy, 1931-1941."
Table 47
World Events Challenge American Foreign Policy, 1931-1942

Least
Desirable
2
Teacher Ideal
Professor
^
0
* Critical X = 5.99
.2
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
0
* Critical X =' 5.99
2
Teacher Ideal
2
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

103
47
23
9
n
df
Calculated x = ■ .16474843
72
65
25
2
9
23
O
'
6.7676344
df
Calculated X =
103
6
47
65
72
25
O
df
Calculated X = 18.593216
6
2

= 2
•
= 2
= 2

Table forty-seven depicts that at the .05 level of
significance there was no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding the
relative importance of the topic.

67.6% of the professors

and 65.2% of the teachers (Ideal) rated the topic as es
sential for inclusion in a high school course.
•I‘

n .

■ '

'

:

iV ..
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Additionally, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors re
garding the topic.

The ratings of both populations tend

ed to cluster around the desirable category.
There was a significant difference, however, in
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
analysis.

The ratings of the teacher ideal analysis

tended to cluster in the essential category, while the
rating of the teacher actual group generally fell into
the less essential and desirable cells.
Table forty-eight depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
United States in World War II, 1941-1945."
Table 48
The United States in World War II, 1941-1945

Least
Desirable
0
Teacher Ideal
I
Professor
?
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
3
I
Professor
^
* Critical X = 5.99
0
Teacher Ideal
3
Teacher Actual2
* Critical X = 5.99

Less
Essential

Desirable

Essential

. 121
19
4
2
Calculated X = 7.8303070
df = 2 \
13
111
. 37
10
. 19
4
2
Calculated X = ■ 1.8046382
df = 2
121
7
30
13
2
111
37
Calculated X = ' 4.5738983
df = 2
7

30

10
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Table forty-eight demonstrates that at the .05
level of confidence there was a significant difference.
between the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors.
While 76.5% of the teachers (Ideal) considered this topic
essential, only 55.8% of the professors rated the topic
similarly.

The mean rating of 3.722 by teachers (Ideal)

ranked this topic number one for that analysis.

The mean

rating of 3.382 provided by professors dictated an elev
enth place rank.

This is one of two contingency table

displays where the null was rejected because teachers
tended to rank a topic higher than college professors.
There was, however, no significant difference in
the judgments of teachers (Actual) and professors regard
ing the topic.

The teacher actual ratings decreased

enough to eliminate a significant discrepancy in this
analysis.

Over a majority of both populations did rate

the topic as essential for inclusion in a high school
course.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual analysis.
While the mean rating of teacher ideal group group ranked
this topic number one, the mean rating of the teacher
actual analysis placed the topic in position number two.
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Generally, the vast majority of responses fell.in the
essential category.
Table forty-nine depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning.the relative importance of "The
Cold War from Yalta to Korea, 1945-1952."
.

Table 49 '
The Cold War from Yalta to Korea, 1945.-1952

Least
Desirable

Less
!Essential

Desirable Essential.

Teacher Ideal
0
42 .
109
. 7
Professor
?
0.
0
12
,22 :
df = 2
* Critical X = 5,99 ' Calculated X 2= 2.3365211
Teacher Actual
5
35
54
70
12
22
Professor
^
0
0
'11.279613
X2=
df = 2
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated
42
Teacher Ideal
0
7
109
54 .
Teacher Actualp
5
35
70
* Critical X = 5.99 Calculated x 2= 33.067047 ' df = 2
Table forty-nine depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and professors regarding
the relative importance of the topic.

The mean ratings

for both groups were nearly identical., The mean rating
for teachers (Ideal) was 3.646-, while the mean rating for
professors was. 3.647.

Based on these mean ratings, the

I
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topic was ranked sixth by both populations

(see the next

section).
There was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors regarding the

relative importance of the topic.

Forty teachers or

24.4% of the respondents rated the topic as being either
least desirable or less essential for inclusion.

No pro

fessors, however, rated the topic similarly.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
analysis.
teachers

As has been mentioned, one hundred and nine
(Ideal)

rated the topic essential.

The teacher

actual analysis provided only seventy responses in that
category mandating a significant discrepancy.
Table fifty depicts the judgments of both popula
tions regarding the relative importance of "The Post-War
Years at Home, 1945-1961."
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Table 50

The Post-War Years at H o m e , 1945-1961

Least
Desirable
I
Teacher Ideal
Professor
»
I
* Critical X = 5.99
15
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
I
* Critical X = 7.82
I
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual^
15
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable Essential

14
80
I
16
Calculated x 2=
.8346799
46
65
I
16
Calculated X 2= 15.092600
14
80
46
65
Calculated x 2= 36.957489

63
16
df = 2
38
16
df = 3
63
38
• df = 3

Table.fifty depicts.that at the .05 level of con
fidence there was no significant, difference between the
judgments of teachers

(Ideal)

and professors regarding

the relative importance of the topic.

90.5% of the

i iU

teachers and 94.1% of the professors rated the topic as
either desirable or essential.
There was a significant difference, however, be
tween the judgments of teachers
regarding the topic.

(Actual)

While teachers'

and professors

(Actual) responses

are relatively dispersed, the tendency is for the ratings
to cluster in the desirable category.

90.5% of the pro

fessors' responses are registered in either the desirable
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or essential categories.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual analysis.
While 90.5% of the teachers' ideal responses fell into
either the desirable or essential categories , only 62.8%
of the teacher actual responses were correspondingly
similar.
Table fifty-one depicts the judgments of both pop
ulations concerning the relative importance of, "The Cold
War from Korea to the Missile Crisis, 1953-1963."

Table .51
The Cold War from Korea to the
Missile C r i s i s 1953-1963

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
3
Professor
?
0
* Critical X =' 5.99
12
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
0
' * Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
3.
12
Teacher Actuals
* Critical X = .7.82

Less
Essential

12
3
2
Calculated X =
41
3
9
Calculated X =
12
41
9
Calculated X =

Desirable Essential
93
19
12
df = 2
.17129219
61
50
12
19
11.042982
df = 3
93
50 ■
50
61
35.188477
df = 3
50

Table fifty-one displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant .difference between the
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judgments of teachers

(Ideal)

and professors regarding

the relative importance of the topic.

The majority of

the ratings for both populations fell in the essential
category.
There w a s , however, a significant difference in
the judgments of the teachers
sors.

(Actual)

While the teacher (Actual)

and the profes

responses tended to

cluster around the desirable category, the professors
tended to view the topic as essential.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual
analysis.

58.9% of the responses for teacher ideal fell

into the essential category.

Only 30.5% of the teacher

actual group responded similarly.
Table fifty-two displays the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of "A
Changing American Civilization,

1945-

."
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Table 52

A Changing American Civilization,

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
6
2
Professor
~
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Actual
26
2
Professor
„
* Critical X = 7.82
Teacher Ideal
6
Teacher Actual.
26
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

21 .
3
o
Calculated X 2=

1945-

Desirable Essential

56 .

74
10

19

5.648T495 ' df = 3

62

49
3
10
O
Calculated X = 29.870850
21
74
62
49
O
Calculated X = 49.632309

25
19
df = 3

56
25
• ' df = 3

Table fifty-two. depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments between the teachers

(Ideal) and the professors

regarding the relative importance of the topic.
the teachers

(Ideal)

82.8% of

and 85.3% of the professors rated

the topic as either desirable or essential for inclusion
in a United States history course.
' There was a significant difference, however,
between the judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors

regarding the topic.• Teachers tended to rate the topic
as less essential and could be considered for omission.
Professors generally considered the topic essential for
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.

inclusion.
There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers concerning the ideal-actual analy
sis.

Given ideal or perfect educational conditions,

teachers tended to rate the topic as being desirable
for inclusion in a course of study.

The teacher actual

analysis, however, depicts a clustering around the less
essential category.
Table fifty-three displays the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of "The
Turbulent Sixties, 1960-1968."
Table 53
The Turbulent Sixties,

Least
Desirable
2
Teacher Ideal
2
Professor
„
* Critical X = 5.99
Teacher Actual
19 •
2
Professor
„
* Critical X = 7.82
2
Teacher Ideal
19
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X = 7.82

1960-1968

Less
Essential

10
2
„
Calculated X =
47
2
?
Calculated X =
10
47
2
Calculated X =

Desirable Essential
52
92
11
19
df '= 2
.60354859
49
46
19 .
11
13.298440
df = 3
92
52
46
53.T36200
df = 3

Table fifty-three depicts that at the .05 level of
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confidence there is no significant difference between the
teachers

(Ideal)

and the professors regarding the rela

tive importance of the topic.
59% of the teachers

(Ideal)

55% of the professors and

rated the topic as essential'

for inclusion in an eleventh grade course in United
States history.
There was, however, a significant difference in
the judgments of teachers
cerning the topic.

(Actual)

and professors con-

’

While 88.2% of the professors rated

the topic as being either desirable or essential, only
59% of the teachers

(Actual) responded similarly.

There was also a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual discrep
ancy analysis.

While nearly 60% of the teacher ideal

ratings fell into the essential cell, only 28.6% of the
teacher actual judgments.were correspondingly similar.
Table fifty-four depicts the judgments of both
populations regarding the relative importance of
"Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963."
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Table 54

Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
I
2
Professor
^
* Critical X = 5.99
13
Teacher Actual
2
Professor
^
* Critical X = 7.82
I
Teacher Ideal
Teacher Actual.
13
* Critical X = 7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable Essential

51
6
5
2
8
Calculated X = 10.631141
37
50
5
2
8
Calculated X = • 4.1611967
51 '
6
37
,
56
Calculated X = 41.407364

96
19
df = 2
59
19
' df = 3
96
59
df = 3

Table fifty-four depicts that at the .05 level of
I

. confidence there was no significant difference between the
judgment of teachers
teachers

(Ideal)

(Ideal)

and professors.

95.5% of the

rated the topic as either being desir

able or essential.

That figure compares with .79.4% for
/

college history professors.

This is only the second in

stance in this study.that a null hypothesis was rejected
because teachers tended to rate a topic significantly
higher than professors.
There was, however, no significant difference in
the judgments of teachers
ing the topic.

(Ideal)

and professors regard

Both populations tended to rate the topic

\
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as essential for inclusion in a high school course.
There is, however, a significant difference
between the judgments of teachers concerning the idealactual discrepancy analysis.

Teachers tended to rate

the topic as being ideally essential for a high school
United States history course.

Given the actual course

content and conditions, however, teachers tended to rate
the topic

(i.e., mean rating of 2.975)

as being desir

able for inclusion in a course of study.
Table fifty-five depicts the judgments of both
populations concerning the relative importance of "The
United States Moves Into the Seventies."

Table 55
The .United States Moves Into the Seventies.

Least
Desirable
Teacher Ideal
Professor
?
* Critical X =
Teacher Actual
Professor
„
* Critical X =
Teacher Ideal .
Teacher Actual.
* Critical X =

6
3
7.82
27
3
7.82
6
27

7.82

Less
Essential

Desirable Essential

13
38
97
5
^
10 16
Calculated X = '3.9743214
df '= 3
37
52
44
5
^
10
16
Calculated X =
5.6457081
df = 3
13
.38
97
37
.
52
44
Calculated X = '46.885818' ' ' df = 3
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Table fifty-five displays that at the .05 level of
confidence there was no significant difference in the
judgments of teachers

(Ideal)

and professors regarding the

relative importance of the topic.

76.4% of the professors

and 87.8% of the teachers rated the topic as being desir
able or essential for inclusion.
In addition, there was no significant difference
in the judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors re

garding the relative importance of the topic.
ers (Actual)

While teach

tended to rate the topic desirable, and profes-

ors tended to rate the topic essential,-the difference was
not significant at the .05 level of confidence.
There was, however, a significant difference in the
judgments of teachers regarding the ideal-actual analysis.
Generally,

the teacher ideal responses tended to collect in

the essential category, while the teacher actual responses
tended to indicate a rating of desirable.
DECISIONS MADE REGARDING NULLIFICATION STATEMENTS
To provide a clear display of the decisions this
researcher made concerning the hypothesis statements, this
section will depict the decisions made concerning the afore
mentioned forty-four contingency tables.

Table fifty-six

depicts those topical statements that were rejected concern
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ing the teacher (Ideal)

and college professor analysis.
Table 56

Topics Where a Significant Difference in Judgment
Occurred Between Teachers (Ideal) and Professors

Topic
It
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Decision

The New Government .at W o r k , 1789-1821
The Age of Jackson, 1828-1844.
The Creation of the Federal Union,
. .1777-1789.
The Reconstruction Period, 1865-1877.
The United States in World War II,
1941-1945.
Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963.

Reject
Reject
. Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject

In four of the six instances where the null hypo
thesis was rejected, the teachers

(Ideal) rated the rela

tive importance of the topic significantly lower than the
professors.
This analysis provided, the only two instances in
this study were the null hypothesis was rejected because
teachers

(Ideal) rated a topic significantly higher than

college professors.

Specifically,

teachers rated the rela

tive value of "The United States in World War II" and ''
"Vietnam and the Cold War" significantly higher than pro
fessors .
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Table fifty-seven depicts those topical null
statements that were rejected concerning the teacher
(Actual)

and college professor analysis.
Table 57.

Topics Where a. Significant Difference in Judgments
Occurred Between Teachers (Actual) and 'Professors

Topic .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The European Experience.
The English Colonies.
Colonial Life in the New World, 1607-1789
The Development of Self-Government in
the 17th-18th Century.
The Road to Revolution, 1700-1776.
The Creation of the Federal Union,
1777-1789.
The New Government at W o r k , 1789-1800.
The Jeffersonians in Power, 1800-1821.
The Rise of Nationalism, 1776-1828.
The Age of Jackson, 1828-1844.
Reforms and Cultural Achievements,
Pre-Civil War.
The Industrial Revolution, 1789-1861.
The Revolt of the Farmers, 1865-1890.
Workers and Immigrants, 1865-1917.
The Growth of Industrialization and
Urbanization, 1860-1890.
Social and Cultural Trends in the
Guilded Age, 1865-1914.
The Progressive Movement, 1900-1917.
Republicans’ Political and Economic
Policies, 1920-1932.
Launching the New D e a l , 1933-1938.
The Cold War from Yalta to Korea,
1945-1952i
The Post-War Years at Home, 1945-1961.

Decision
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
Reject
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Table 57

(continued)

Decision

Topic
22.
23.
24.

The Cold War from Korea to the Missile
Crisis, 1953-1963.
A Changing American Civilization, 1945The Turbulent Sixties, 1960-1968.

Reject
Reject
Reject

In each of the twenty-four instances where the
null statement was rejected, the teachers

(Actual) .rated

the relative importance of the topic significantly lower
than the college and university United States history

<:

professors.
Table fifty-eight presents those topical null
statements that were retained concerning the teacher
ideal-actual discrepancy analysis.

Of the forty-four

topics presented in the study, this analysis surfaced a
significant difference in the judgments regarding fortyon*-- of the topics.

It is for this reason that table

fifty-eight includes those null hypothesis that were
retained.
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Table 58
Topics Where No Significant Difference in
Occurred Regarding the Teacher Ideal,
Teacher Actual Analysis

Topic
1.
2.
3.

.Decision

The English Colonies.
The War for Independence, 1770-1776.
The Mexican-American War, 1846-1848.

Retain
Retain
Retain

In each of the forty-one instances where the null
statement was rejected, the teacher

(Actual)

rating was

significantly lower than that of.the teacher ideal group.

THE RANK OF UNITED STATES HISTORY TOPICS

One of the purposes of this study was to determine
if the essential content components for an eleventh grade
course in United States history could be surfaced.

This

section, then, will provide the mean rating rank of each
topic based on the judgments.of both populations,
fifty-nine

Table

depicts the corresponding rank of each topic

based on the mean rating of the judgments of teachers when
the actual course content or conditions were considered.
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Table 59

High School Teachers.' Judgments of Actual Content

Rank

Topic

1.
2.

World War I and Versailles
The United States and World War II,
19 41-19 4 5".
The Civil War
The Controversy over Slavery, 1820-1861.
The Road to Revolution, 1700-1776.
World Events Challenge American Foreign
Policy, 1931-1941.,
Launching the New Deal, 1933-1938.
Manifest Destiny and Territorial
Expansion, 1803-1850.
The Creation of the Federal Union,
1777-1789..
The War for Independence, 1770-1783.
The Cold War from Yalta to Korea,
' 1945-1952.
The Reconstruction Period,. 1865-1877.
The New Government at Work, 1789-1800.
Settlement of the West, 1848-1891 .
The English Colonies, 1607-1763.
Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963.
The Progressive Movement, 1900-1917.
The United States and World Affairs,
1898-1908.
The Post-War Years at Home, 1945-1961.
The Development of Self-Government in the
17th-18th Century.
Social and Cultural Trends during the
Twenties, 1918-1929.
Republicans' Political and Economic
Policies, 1920-1932.
Workers and Immigrants, 1865-1917.
The Age of Jackson, 1828-1844.
Rise of Nationalism, 1776-1828.
A Changing American Civilization, 1945The Turbulent Sixties, 1960-1968.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
21.
23.
24.
25.
26.
26.

Mean

Z

3.573
3.561
3.460
3.454
3.368
3.26,2
3.256
3.231
3.221
3.167
3.152
3.085
3.031
3.021
2.988
2.975
2.963
2.945
2.909
2.863
2.841
2.841
2.829
2.785
2.783
2.758
2.758,
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Table 59

Rank
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

33.
35.
36.
37.
CO
CO

39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

(continued)

Topic
The Industrial Revolution, 1789-1861.
The Caribbean and United States Control,
1898-1917.
Social and Cultural Trends in the Great
Depression, 1830-1840.
Economic Transformation of the United
States, 1815-1860.
The. Spanish-American War, 1898.
The Jeffersonians in Power, 1800-1821.
The United States Moves Into the
. Seventies.
The Mexican-American War, 1846-1848.
The War of 1812.
Reforms and Cultural Achievement, PreCivil War.
T h e ■Growth of Industrialization and
Urbanization, 1860-1910.
Colonial Life in the New World,
1607-1789.
Workers and Immigrants, 1865-1870.
The Revolt of the Farmers, 1865-1890.
The Cold War from Korea to the Missile
Crisis, 1953-1963.
The European Experience.
Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded
Age, 1865-1914.

Mean

2.756 .
2.744
2.732
2.724
2.711
2.706
2.706
2.640
2.593
2.591
’ 2.561
2.555
2.476
2.70
2.450
2.338
2.110

'Table sixty depicts the corresponding rank
of each topic based on the mean rating of the judgments
of teachers if the ideal conditions could be established.

.
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Table 60

High School Teachers' Judgments of Ideal Content

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
'11.
12.
13.
14.
14.
16.
17.
17.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Topic
The United States in World War II,
1941-1945.
World War I and Versailles
The Controversy Over Slavery, 1820-1861.
The Civil War.
The Road to Revolution,. 1700-1776.
The Cold War from Yalta to Korea,
1945-1952.
Launching the New Deal, 1933-1938.
World Events Challenge American Foreign
Policy, 1931-1941.
Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963.
The Creation of the Federal Union,
1777-1781.
The Turbulent Sixties, 1960-1968.
The Cold;:-War from Korea to the Missile
Crisis, 1953-1963.
The United States Moves Into the
Seventies.
Manifest Destiny and Territorial Expansion,
1803-1850.
The United States and World Affairs,
1898-1908."
Social and Cultural Trends During the
Twenties, 1919-1929.
The War for Independence, 1770-1783.
The Reconstruction Period, 1865-1877.
The Progressive Movement, 1900-1917.
Settlement of the West, 1848-1891.
Workers and Immigrants, 1865-1917.
The New Government at W o r k , 1789-1800.
The Post-War Years at H o m e , 1945-1961.
Republicans' Political and Economic
Policies, 1920-1932.
The Development of Self-Government in
the I7th-I8th Century.

Mean

3.722
3.721
3.715

3.713
3.709
3.646

3.627
3.589
3.571

3.541
3.500
3.457
3.468
3.392

3.392
3.391
3.373
3.373
3.373

3.372
3.316

3.312
3.297

3.272
3.266
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Table 60

Rank
26.
27.
:28.
29.
30.
30.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
. 38.
39.
40.
41.
41.
43.
44.

(continued)

Topic
Rise of Nationalism, 1776-1828.
The Industrial Revolution, 1789-1861.
The English Colonies, 1607-1763.
Economic Transformation of the United
States, 1815-1860.
The Age of Jackson, 1828-1844.
Social and Cultural Trends in the
Great Depression, 1930-1940 ..
a Changing American Civilization, 1945The Caribbean and United States Control,
1898-1917.
The Spanish-American'War, 189 8.
The Growth of Industrialization and
Urbanization, 1860-1910.
The Revolt of the Farmers, 1865-1890.
The Jeffersonians in Power, 1800-1821.
The War of 1812.
Reforms and Cultural Achievements, PreCivil War.
The Mexican-American War, 1846-1848.
Colonial Life in the New World, 1607-1789.
Foreign Policy in the 1 9 2 0 1s .
The European Experience.
•
Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded
Age, 1865-1914.
'

Mean
3.218
3.206
3.191
3.159
3.158
3.158'
3.146
3.114
3.076
3.019
2.968
2.962
2.942
2.930
2.878
2.829
2.829
2.875
• 2.664

Table sixty-one depicts the corresponding rank of
each topic based on the mean rating of the judgments of
college and university United States history professors.
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Table 61
College Professors' Judgments- of Course Content-

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
9.
10.
11.
12.
12,
14.
14.
16.
16.
16.
16.
16.
21.
22.
23.
23.
23.

Topic

Mean

The Creation of the Federal Union
. 3.912
The Road to Revolution, 1700-1776.
3.794
The New Government at W o r k , 1789-1800.
. 3.765
Launching the New Deal, 1933-1938.
v 3.736
The Controversy Over Slavery, 1820-1861.
3.735
The Cold War from Yalta to Korea,
1945-1952.
■ _ > 3.647
The Progressive Movement, 1900-1917.
- 3.618
World Events Challenge American Foreign
Policy, 1931-1941.
. 3.618
The Civil War.
. 3.559
The English Colonies, 1607-1763.
- 3.529
World War I and Versailles,
3.500
The War for Independence, 1700-1783.
. 3.471
The Cold War from Korea to the Missile
Crisis, 1953-1963.
3.471
The Development of Self-Government in the
17th-18th Century.
- 3.412
Republicans' Political and Economic
Policies, 1920-1932.
- 3.412
Manifest Destiny and Territorial Expansion,
- 1803-1850.
3.382
Workers and Immigrants., 1865-1917.
, 3.382
The United States in World War II,
1941-1945.
3.382
The Post-War Years at Home, 1945-1961.
3.382
The Turbulent Sixties, 1960-1968.
3.382
A Changing American Civilization, 19453.353
The Revolt of the Farmers, 1865-1890.
3.325
The Jeffersonians in Power, 1800-1821.
3.324
The Reconstruction Period, 1865-1877.
3.324
Settlement of the West, 1848-1891.
3.324
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Rank
26.
26.
26.
29.
29.
29.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
37.
39.
40.
41.
'42.
43.
44.

(continued

.Topic

Mean

The Age of Jackson.
3.294
The Growth of Industrialization and
Urbanization, 1860-1910.
3.294
Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963.
. 3.294
Colonial Life in the New World, 1607-1789.
3.265
Reforms and Cultural Achievements, PreCivil War.
3.265
The Industrial Revolution, 1789-1861.
- 3.265
Rise of Nationalism, 1776-1828.
3.235'.
The/United States and World Affairs,
1898-1908.
3; 176
The United States Moves Into the
Seventies.
3.174
Economic Transformation of the United
States, 1815-1860.
.
. „ 3.147
Social and Cultural Trends During the
Twenties, 1919-1929.
. 3.118
The War of 1812.
3.059
Social and Cultural Trends in the Great
Depression, 1930-1940.
3.059
The European Experience.
. . . 2.'941
The Mexican-American War, 1846-1848.
2.941
The Spanish-Americah War, 1878.
2.941
The Caribbean and United States Control,
1898-1917.
2.882
Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded
Age, 1865-1914.
'
2.853
Foreign Policy in the 1 9 2 0 1s .
2.824.

In the view of this researcher, the mean rating,
range of 3.500 to 4.000 is judged to be a rigid standard
for determining the number of topics both populations
judged to be essential.

Table sixty-two depicts in

chronological order those topics that college professors
and high school teachers

(Ideal)

considered essential for

inclusion as measured by mean ratings.
Table .62
Topics Both Teachers and Professors Consider Essential
Based on a Mean Rating of 3.500 or Higher

Topics
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.

Professors
Rank

The English Colonies,
1607-1763.
The Road to Revolution,
1700-1776.
The Creation of the
Federal Union, 17771789.
The N e w ■Government at
Work, 1789-1800.
The Controversy Over
Slavery, 1820-1861
The Civil War
The Progressive Move
ment, 1900-1917.
World War I and
Versailles.
Launching the New
Deal, 1933-1938.
World Events Challenge
American Foreign
Policy, 1931-1942.
The United States in
World War II, 19411945.
The Cold War from Yalta
to Korea

Teachers
Rank

Agreement

10

---

2

5

*

I

10

*

3

—
*
*

5
9

3
4

7

——

11

2

*

4

7

*

.7

8

*

——

I

6

6

*
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Professors
. Rank

Topics
13.
14.

(continued)

Vietnam and the Cold.
War Since 1963.
The Turbulent Sixties,
1960-1968.

■ Teachers
Rank

—

9

—

Both high school teachers

Agreement

11

(Ideal) and college pro

fessors judged eleven topics to have a mean rating of
3.500. or better.

Of those eleven topics, eight can be

-identified as being considered essential
mean ratings)

(as measured by

by both populations.. Those topics are iden

tified with an asterisk in the agreement column on table
sixty-two.

The relative rank of each topic is also listed

by population.

It should be noted that the three topics

that only the college professors ranked as being 3.500 or
higher are all historical.topics that occur before the end
of World War I .
(Ideal)

The three topics that only the teachers

ranked as being 3.500 or better, however, all his

torically develop after America's entrance into World War.
II.
When teachers considered the actual course content
or teaching conditions, they provided only two topics with
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a mean rank of 3.500 or greater.

Of the eight topics

that are identified as essential in table sixty-two,
however, all eight also appear in the first eleven topics
as priortized by teachers'

(Actual) mean ratings.

A COMPARISON OF JUDGMENTS CONCERNING
THE REQUIRED STATUS OF U.S. HISTORY
S

One of the purposes of this study was to compare
the judgments of high school United States history
teachers and college/university United States history
professors concerning the required status of a United
States history course in Montana's high schools.

Table

sixty-three depicts the judgments of both populations
concerning their respective cumulative responses to the
issue of requiring United States history in Montana.

It

should be notecl that assumptions underlying the use of
the chi square statistic necessitated the collapsing of
cells for statistical calculation.
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Table 63

Judgments of Teachers and Professors Concerning
the Required Status of U.S. History in Montana

Categories

Teachers

Professors

154
Required of all Students
31
4
Offered only as an Elective
0
Discontinued as a Course of
0
Study
0
The Decision left to Local
I
0
School Boards
I
Other,
please^specify'
•"
\J
L.11C J - [
-L C Cl iZD CO
L-L Jw/
-L
9 5
* Critical X = 3.85
Calculated X =
.8038329
df = I

Table sixty-three depicts that at the .05 level
of confidence there was no significant, difference in the
judgments of teachers and college professors concerning
the required status of United States history.

93.9% of

the- teachers and 96.8% of the professors indicated that
United States history should be required of all Montana
high school students.
As can be seen in table sixty-three, one professor
and five teachers selected "other" as a response.

The fol

lowing narrative is a description of their respective
explanations.

The college professor recommended that

United States history be an elective offering that
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students could take' based on the advice of a school coun
selor.

Two t eachers.indicated the course should be

required at the junior high school level yet still be es
tablished for high school students

but as an elective.

Another teacher felt students should be allowed to chal
lenge the course for credit; the last respondent in this
category suggested that the course be offered as a 2-year
study because,

"Too many pertinent topics cannot be

adequately explored now."

A COMPARISON OF JUDGMENTS CONCERNING
THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF QUARTER CREDITS
- TEACHERS SHOULD HAVE IN U.S. HISTORY
Another purpose of this study was to compare the
judgments of both populations concerning the minimum
number of quarter credits a.Montana teacher should-be
required to take as a pre-requisite for teaching eleventh
grade United States history.
the results of that analysis.

)

Table sixty-four depicts
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Table 64

Judgments of Teachers and Professors Concerning the
Minimum Number of Quarter Credits Allowable for
U .S . History Teachers in Montana

Categories

Teachers

1-10 Quarter Credits
11-20 Quarter Credits
21-29 Quarter Credits
More than 29 Quarter Credits
No Specific Minimum Required
* Critical X^= 9.49

Professors

12
56
.55
31
8

0
7
11
13
0

Calculated X^= 10.923585

df = 4

Table sixty-four depicts that at the .05 level of
confidence there was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers and professors concerning the minimum
number of quarter credits that should be required of
United States history teachers.

Generally, teachers'

responses tended to cluster around the 21-29 quarter
credit minimum, while, professors' responses tended toward
the more than 29.quarter credit requirement.

While 75.9%

of the teachers felt that it would be appropriate for a
high school teacher to have less than twenty-nine quarter
credits in United States history, 77.4% of. the college
professors felt that high school teachers should have
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more than twenty-nine quarter credits.
.COMPARISON' OF JUDGMENTS CONCERNING THE IDEAL
LENGTH OF A U.S. HISTORY COURSE ■
• Another purpose of this study was to compare the
judgments of both populations regarding the ideal length
of an eleventh grade course in United States history.
Table sixty-five depicts the judgments of both populations
concerning course length.
Table 65
Judgments of Teachers and Professors Regarding the
Appropriate Length of.a U.S. History Course

Categories

Teachers

A Full Year
_
One Semester
Nine Weeks
Other, please specify
* Critical X^= 3.85

Professors

. 147
3
I
14
Calculated!

32
0
0
0

4.6677622

df = I

Table sixty-five depicts that there was a signi
ficant difference between the judgments of teachers and
professors regarding course length.

This statistical

analysis, however, does not meet.the accepted assumptions
of the chi square statistic.

Even when cells were

1.73
collapsed to a two-mode response, the minimum of five
expected could not be maintained in 80% or more of the
cells.

Therefore this data is reported for descriptive

analysis only.

Even so, table sixty-five depicts that

89.1% of the teachers and 10 0% of the professors' consid
ered "a full year" as the appropriate length for an
eleventh grade course in United States history.
As can be seen in table sixty-five, fourteen
teachers selected "other." as a response.

'Generally,

their respective judgments fell into two different cat
egories.

Eight teachers suggested that the course be

extended beyond one year.

Three felt the course should

be two years in length, while five teachers suggested
that the course be three semesters in duration.

In ad

dition, six teachers favored a mini-course elective ap
proach to involve four quarters of course work.

A COMPARISON OF JUDGMENTS CONCERNING THE PROPER
GRADE LEVEL PLACEMENT OF U.S. HISTORY
Another purpose of this study was to compare the
judgments, of both populations concerning the proper grade
level placement of an eleventh grade course in United
States history.

Table sixty-six displays an analysis of
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that concern.

It should be noted that assumptions under

lying the use of the chi square statistic necessitated
the collapsing of cells for statistical calculation.
Table 66
Judgments of Teachers and Professors Concerning
the Proper Grade Level for U.S. History

Categories
12th Grade
Ilth Grade ■
IOth Grade
9th Grade
Other (please specify)
* Critical X^= 5.99

' Teachers

Professors

,4'
. 120
9
3
. 28

7
22
I
0
2

-

Calculated X^- 20.784337 ' ' df = 2

Table sixty-six depicts that at the .05 level
there was a significant difference between the judgments
of teachers and professors concerning the proper grade
level placement of an eleventh grade United States his
tory course.

While 90.6% of the professors felt the sub

ject should be taught at either the Ilth or 12th grade
level, only.75.6% of high school United States history
teachers indicated agreement.

While the null hypothesis .

was rejected, it should be noted that 74.1% of the
teachers and 68.8% of the professors indicated that the
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course be taught at the eleventh grade level.
There was a variety of other suggestions , however.
Seventeen teachers and one professors favored establishing
United States history as a two-year course.. Fifteen of
those respondents placed the two-year study at the elev
enth and twelfth grade levels.

Three others felt that

the course should be taught to tenth and eleventh grade
students.

Five teachers indicated that the course level

should not be specified but that United States history be
available for any tenth, eleventh, or twelfth grade
student.

Three teachers suggested that the course be

initially required as.a survey for eleventh graders.

In

addition, two other teachers noted the value of requiring
United States history as a course of study only at the
junior high school level.
this question,

Of the total responding to

15.3% selected "other" as a. response.

Thus

the significant difference between the judgments of the
two populations was surfaced largely because of the clus
tering discrepancy in the "other" category.

64.3% of

those teachers selecting "other" as a response indicated
that United States history should be required as. a twoyear course.
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■ A COMPARISON OF JUDGMENTS CONCERNING THE
APPROPRIATE. USE OF TEACHING TIME

..

One additional purpose of this study was to comv..pare the judgments 6 f both populations concerning the
proper percentage of teaching time to be assigned to
various periods in United States history. . Table sixtyseven displays the mean percentages of time assigned to
each historical period by the respective populations.
Table 67
Percent of Teaching Time Teachers and Professors
Would Assign to Various Historical Periods

Europe to
Colonial
17761865
Period

18661914

19141941

1941Present

Total

Teacher
Ideal

11.74

24.73

21.82

20.35

21.36

100%

Teacher
Actual

13.35

27.16

24.02

18.50

16.97

Profes
sor

13.83

23.38

21.85

20.56 . 20.38

•

ido%

100%

Table sixty-seven depicts little difference in the
judgments of teachers

(Ideal)

and professors regarding the

percentage of teaching time each population assigned to
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the various historical periods.

Only that period from

"European Beginnings to the Colonial Period" was mutually
slighted in terms of teaching t i m e .

That period re

ceiving the largest percentage of teaching time by both
populations was the period from "The Revolutionary War
to Appomattox Courthouse,

1776-1865."

Both populations

assigned a teaching time at or near one-fifth for the
remaining three periods of study.
As compared to the judgments of teachers
and professors, the teachers

(Actual)

(Ideal)

tended to spend

more time on the first three periods of history with the
corresponding effect of having to shorten the remaining
two.

SUMMARY

Chapter four presented the data reported to this
researcher by one hundred and sixty-four high school
United States history teachers and thirty-four college
or university United States history professors.

74.5% of

the teachers and 94.4% of. the professors returned the
instrument for a combined return percentage of 77.3%.
The biographical data surfaced by the question
naire was presented in tables for ease of analysis.
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A majority of the teacher respondents indicated
that their highest degree was a bachelor's, while slightly
one-third reported holding a master's degree.

Of that

number, 78.1% of the respondents reported having received
their most recent degree at a Montana college or univer
sity.
64.8% of all teacher respondents reported earning
a major in the general area of social studies.

11.6%

indicated that they were teaching United States history
with only a minor in the general social studies area.
The United States history teachers reported hav
ing earned a mean of 81.05 quarter credits in social
studies education, and.of that total, 3.0,89 were reported
as having been earned specifically in United States
history.
While teachers denoted a mean of 9.75 years of
total teaching experience, the mean years of experience
reported concerning the teaching of United States history
was 8.53.
Of the thirty-four college or university United
States history respondents, four reported holding a mas
ter's degree while twenty-eight indicated that they had
achieved a doctorate.
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Thirteen college professors reported having taught
at the high school level for a median of 4.5 y e a r s .

The

mean years of teaching experience at the college level for
those history professors responding was 15.30.

Eleven of

the thirty-three professors denoted having taught United
States history at the high school level for a mean in
years of 3.91.

Professors reported a mean in years for

teaching United States history at the collegiate level of
13.24.
The chi square statistic was used to compare the
judgments of high school United States history teachers
and college and university United States history profes
sors concerning the relative importance of forty-four
United States history topics.
the .05 level of significance.

Each analysis was made at
Forty-four contingency

tables were used to display and analyze the differences
between the judgments of teachers
teachers

(Actual)

and teachers

(Ideal)

and professors,

and professors, and teachers

(Ideal)

(Actual).

There were significant differences between the
judgments of teachers
relative importance of

(Ideal)
six

and professors regarding the

United States history topics.

In three of the five instances where the null hypothesis -
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was rejected, the. teachers

(Ideal) rated the relative im~.

portance of the topic significantly lower than the pro
fessors.

In just two instances,' however, did teachers

rate the topic significantly higher than college profes
sors.
There was also a significant difference between
the judgments of teachers

(Actual)

and professors regard

ing the relative importance of twenty-four topics.

In

each of the twenty-four instances where tne null statement
was rejected, the teachers

(Actual).,rated the relative

importance of the.topic significantly lower than the col/

lege professors.
In addition, there was a significant difference
between the judgments of teachers

(Ideal)

a n d .teachers

(Actual) concerning the relative importance of forty-one
of the course topics.■ In other words, this analysis neces
sitated that the null hypothesis be retained in only
three instances.

In each of the forty-one instances where

a significant difference was reported, the teacher (Actual)
rating was significantly lower than that of the teacher
ideal gro u p .
Judgments of both populations concerning the
relative importance of each topic for inclusion in an

•
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eleventh grade United States history course was depicted
and the mean rating for each t o p i c .reported.

Based on

mean ratings, eight topics were judged to be essential
for inclusion in a United States history course by both
populations.
Comparisons of the judgments of both populations
was made concerning the required status, of United States
history; the minimum number of quarter credits deemed
appropriate for high school United States history teachers;
the ideal length of a United States history course; and
its proper grade level placement.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers and college professors concerning the
required status of United States history.

93.9% of the

teachers and 96.8% of the college professors indicated
that .United States history should be required of all of
Montana's high school students.
There was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers and professors concerning the minimum
number, of. United States history credits

(quarter)

that

teachers should be required to take as a pre-requisite
for teaching the course.

Generally teachers reported

that it would be appropriate for a high school teacher to
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have, less than twenty-nine quarter credits in United
States history, while the college professors felt that
high school teachers should have more than twenty-nine
United States history credits.

•

There was strong agreement between the populations
regarding course length as 89.1% of the teachers and 100%
of the college professors indicated that a high school
United States history course should be designed for one
year.
There was a significant difference between the

%l-

judgments of teachers and professors concerning the proper
grade level placement of an eleventh grade United States
history course.

While 90.6% of the college professors

indicated that the topic should be taught at either the
eleventh or twelfth grade levels, only 75.6% of the
teachers reported agreement.

.

While the null hypothesis

was rejected, it was noted that 74.1% of the teachers and
68.8% of the professors preferred that United States his
tory be taught at the eleventh grade level.
There was little difference in the judgments of
teachers

(Ideal)

and professors regarding the percentage

of teaching time each population assigned to the various
historical periods.

Only the first chronologically
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arranged historical period was slighted by both popula
tions .

As compared to the judgments of teachers

and college professors, the teachers

(Actual)

(Ideal)

tended to

spend more time on the first three periods of history
with the corresponding effect of having to ,shorten the
remaining two.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY
The debate concerning the role and relative im
portance of United States history began as early as the
middle 1920's.

The period was marked with confusion and

chaos concerning the United States history curriculum as
the many and sometimes conflicting committee reports of
the early 1900's were not evenly employed in high
schools across the country.

Out of that inconsistency

grew a concern relative to student achievement and course
content as opposed to the more historically traditional
discussion of the proper grade level placement of United
States history.

As early as 1943, the New York Times

voiced a national concern regarding the effectiveness of
the high school United States history program.

The

United States Senate became involved and enacted a res
olution to study the teaching of United States history
in public schools.

In partial response to public crit

icism and low student achievement, the "New Social
Studies" surfaced as a conceptual framework for improv
ing student learning.

As a result, some United States
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history teachers began to use data collection,

skill dev

elopment, and concept formation to make United States his
tory course more meaningful.

In addition, an increasing

emphasis was placed on integrating United States history
courses into the Social Sciences.
ensued.

A debate quickly

The American Historical Association asserted

that the current trends were having an "anti-historical
consequence" and correspondingly reported a fear that
students were losing the value of having a historical
perspective.

In turn, the American Historical Association

was accused of attempting to protect the status quo.
■While the ferment continued, other recent indica
tions of poor student performance are currently being
given wide national attention.
These and similar events in the 1960 Vs and the
1970's touched off an intense debate relative to the gen
eral usefulness of a high school United States history
course.

Some argued that the crisis was the partial

result of the influence of presentism- which had been pop
ularized during the early 1970's.

Others suggested that

the problem stemmed from a lack of cooperation between
high school. United States history professors.

Still
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others maintained that the specific lack of course guide
lines had caused a sterile repetition and therefore pro
nounced student dissatisfaction.
It was as a result of these kinds of concerns
that the National Council for the Social Studies reported
an overall dramatic decline in student enrollment in
United States history courses.

In addition, it was

reported that some states had begun to eliminate United
States history requirements altogether.
The move to abolish United-States history as a
requirement in schools reached Montana in the summer of
19.75.

Dr. James Burke, Secondary Education Supervisor in

the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
recommended that United States history be eliminated as
a required course for high school students.

Burke's

proposal touched off an intense debate in Montana con
cerning the relative importance of requiring United
States history.

While the main thrust of Burke's pro

posal was defeated, the amended Standards' for
Accreditation of Montana High Schools does provide local
school boards with the authority to waive the United
States history requirement on an individual student
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basis.

No additional guidelines are provided to Montana's

high school United States history teachers by the state
of Montana.
The specific purpose of this study was to compare
the judgments of Montana's high school United States
history teachers and the judgments of Montana's college
and university United States history professors concerning the. relative importance of a series of United States
history topics.

In keeping with the recommendations of

Arthur S . Bolster and Richard S . Kirkendall, the study
was designed to allow for a long needed collaboration
between Montana's high school United States history
teachers and Montana's college and university United
States history professors.

In addition, the study was

designed to determine if a.discrepancy exists between
the actual emphasis given a series of course topics by
the total group of United States history teachers and
the topical emphasis that same group judges to be ideal.
In addition to gaining a knowledge of this analyis, the
comparison of judgments concerning the identification of
an essential content base could aid Montana's teachers
avoid the historical pitfalls of .irrelevancy, repetition,
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and detail inherent in the judicious task, of content
selection.
The statistical procedures and data collection
methodologies were described.. After the instrument was
checked for validity, the reliability of the survey in
strument was established through the test-retest method.
The instrument was then mailed to two hundred and fiftysix Montana high school United States history teachers
and college or university United States history profes
sors .' One hundred and ninety-eight were returned for an
over-all usable percentage of 77.3%.

Respondents used

a four point scale to judge the relative importance of
forty-four topics for inclusion in an eleventh grade
United States history course.

Forty-four contingency

k

tables were used to display and analyze the differences
between the judgments of teachers
teachers

(Ideal)

and professors,

(Actual) and professors, and teachers

and teachers

(Actual).

(Ideal)■

In addition, respondents reported

judgments concerning the required status of United States
history; the minimum number of quarter credits deemed
appropriate for high school United States history teachers;
the ideal length of a United States history course; and
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its proper grade level place m e n t .

Respondents were also

asked to assign an appropriate percentage of teaching
time to five chronologically arranged periods of United
States history.

The chi square statistic of independence

was used to test the null hypothesis at a significance
level of .05.

All of the data generated by this study

was then organized and analyzed by computer.
The data was described and presented through the
use of tables in chapter fo u r .

Typically, Montana's

United States history teachers have been teaching for
almost ten years.

Over 50% hold a bachelor's degree as

the highest degree earned and have specifically been
teaching United States history for nine y e a r s .

Over

one-third hold a master's degree with a major in educa
tion.

Nearly eight in ten respondents indicated receiv

ing their most recent degree in Montana.

Generally, the

average teacher has slightly over eighty quarter credits
in social studies education and over thirty quartercredits in the study of United States history.

' Typically, Montana's college and university
United States history professors have been teaching at
the college level for over fifteen years.

Less than
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one-third have taught United States history at the high
school level and those for a mean of 3.91 y e a r s .

The

vast majority hold a doctoral degree in either history or
United States history.

The average United States history

professor has been teaching that course for over thirteen
years.

There were no significant differences between
the judgments of teachers (Ideal) and college professors
regarding the relative importance of thirty-eight of the
forty-four topics presented for consideration.

There

fore', this section of the analysis necessitated the rejec
tion of five null hypothesis statements.

This section

of the statistical analysis surfaced the only two in
stances in the study where the null statement was rejected
because teachers tended to rate the respective topic
higher than college professors.
There were no significant differences between the
judgments of teachers (Ideal) and college professors re
garding the relative importance of twenty of the fortyfour topics.

In each of the twenty-four instances where

the null statement was rejected, the teachers (Actual)
rated the relative importance of the topic significantly
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lower than the college professors.
There were no significant, differences in the
judgments of teachers

(Ideal) and teachers

(Actual) con

cerning the relative importance of three of the fortyfour topics being considered.

In each of the forty-one

instances where a significant difference was reported,
the relative ratings of the teachers

(Actual) were sig

nificantly lower than those of the teachers

(Ideal).

Judgments of both populations concerning the
relative importance of each topic for inclusion in an
eleventh grade United States history course was displayed
and the mean rating for each topic reported.

Based on

mean ratings, eight topics were judged to be essential
for inclusion in a high school United States history
course.
There was no significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers and college professors concerning the .
required status of United States history.

93.7% of the

teachers and 96.8% of the college professors indicated
that United States history should be required of all of
Montana's high school students.
There was a significant difference in the judg
ments of teachers and professors concerning the minimum
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number of United States history credits

(quarter)

that

teachers should be required to take as a pre-requisite.
Generally, teachers suggested that less than twenty-nine
credits in United States history provides adequate
teacher preparation, while professors tended to indicate
a need for more than twenty-nine credits.
There was strong agreement between the teachers
arid college professors relative to the appropriate length
of a high school United States history course.

89.1% of

the teachers and 100% of the college professors denoted
^hat a high school United States history course should
be designed for one year.
There was a significant difference between the
judgments of teachers and professors regarding the proper
grade level placement of United States history.

While

90.6% of the college professors indicated that the topic
should be taught at either the eleventh or twelfth grade
levels, only 75% of the teachers agreed.

While it is

true that the null hypothesis was rejected, it should be
noted that 74.1% of the teachers and 68.8% of the profes
sors preferred having United States history be taught a t '
the eleventh grade level.

There was little difference in the judgments of
teachers

(Ideal) and professors regarding the percentage

of teaching time each population would spend on various
historical periods.

Of the five chronologically arranged

periods of history presented for analysis, both popula
tions assigned a teaching time at or very near one-fifth
for the last three periods.

Both populations also

shortened the first period allowing for an extension of
the percentage of teaching time to nearly one-fourth for
the period from the Revolution War to the end of the
Civil War.
(Ideal)

As compared to the judgments of teachers

and professors, the teachers. (Actual)

tended to

spend more time on the first three periods of history
with the corresponding effect of having to shorten the
remaining t w o .

CONCLUSIONS

Considering the data collection and analysis pre
viously discussed, a number of conclusions can.be drawn
concerning the judgments of both populations regarding
Montana's eleventh grade United States history course.
1.

Montana's United States history teachers are

experienced educators with a serviceable amount of course
work in their general teaching area..

The average quarter

credits of 81.05 is easily more than the requirements at
Montana's colleges and universities for a major in history
or social studies.

In addition, the teachers' average.of

30.89 quarter credits in United States history corresponds
with the college professors' tendency to recommend that
high school teachers have more than twenty-nine credits
in United States history.

While high school teachers did

not report extensive teaching experience, the calculated
mean of nearly ten years would place the average teacher
at or near thirty years of age.

In addition, the average

years of experience Montana teachers have acquired in
teaching United States history

(i.e., 8.53)

is certainly

deemed serviceable.
2.

Montana's United States history teachers and

Montana's college and university

United States history
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professors ideally agree on the relative importance of a
number

of topics for inclusion in an eleventh grade

United States history course.

Of the forty-four.topics

presented for consideration,:agreement regarding the rel
ative importance of each topic was surfaced thirty-eight
times.
3.

In light of what United States history teach

ers judge to. be the actual course content, agreement •
between history teachers and college professors concerning;
the relative importance, of including
is m i x e d .

a variety of topics

Of the forty-four topics presented, this anal

ysis surfaced agreement concerning the relative importance
of twenty topics.

In educationally ideal environs, then,

both populations tend to agree on the relative importance
of the topical content for an eleventh grade United States
history course.

As teachers base their judgments on a-

knowledge of the actual course content, however, the in
clination to disagree with the judgments of college pro
fessors tends to increase.
4.

High school United States history teachers are

generally not doing what they would like to be doing con
cerning the relative importance of the topical content of
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Montana's high school United States history course.

In

other w o r d s , a discrepancy does exist in the emphasis of
topics teachers feel should ideally be included in a
United States history course and those topics, given exist
ing conditions, that are, in fact, being presented.
5.

Montana's high school United States history

teachers and Montana's college and'university United
States history professors do agree on an essential list of ■
eight topics for inclusion in the high school United States
history program.

Furthermore, those topics do range in ’

historical coverage from 1700 to the Cold War.

This

evidence's further agreement that the vase sweep of United
States history should be presented in Montana high
schools.
6.

Montana's United States history teachers and

Montana's college and university United States history
professors do agree with the general state requirements
and school policies regarding the United States history
program.

Specifically, both populations overwhelmingly

agree that a course in United States history be maintained
as a graduation requirement for high school students and
that the course be one year in duration.

To a lesser

extent , there is also agreement that the -course be taught

i
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at the eleventh grade level.
7.

'

It can also be concluded that Montana's

teachers and college professors disagree concerning the
minimum number of credits that should be required to ade
quately prepare Montana's United States history teachers.
College professors generally feel that more credits are
necessary for adequate preparation than do high school
teachers.
8. ■ Montana's United States history teachers and
Montana's college and university United States history
professors ideally tend to agree on the percentage of
teaching time that should be assigned to segments of
United States history.

Given the actual teaching situa

tion, however, high school teachers tend to spend more
time on the earlier periods than is desired with the cor
responding effect of having to shorten the more contem
porary historical topics.
9.

It can also be concluded that both teachers

and professors do have a professional interest in
Montana's high school United States history program.

Con

sidering the length of the instrument, it is truly a
credit to the commitment of Montana's United States history teachers that 74.5% of all teachers returned the
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questionnaire.

In addition, the 94.4% return rate for

college professors strongly suggests that Montana's pro
fessional historians do have an acute interest in and .
concern for the problems inherent in the high school
United States history program.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The data and statistical analysis presented in
this study has provided the foundation for the following
recommendations:
1.

It is recommended that the United States his

tory curriculum be given greater attention by all those
professional educators in a position to contribute to
the strengthening of the course.

The recent controversy

regarding the relative utility of a required United States
history course, as well as the highly publicized trends
concerning the diminution of student performance, all
serve to earmark the importance of providing this curri
culum component with an increased professional concern.
Now that the swirl of controversy surrounding the proposal
to eliminate the required status of United States history
has begun to subside, educators at all levels must become
involved in insuring that a viable course exists.
2.

It is recommended that a needs assessment be

initiated on a state-wide basis with the intention of
eliciting input from a cross-section of students, educators, and Montana residents.

As a result of this data

collection scheme, a general prioritized list of program

,
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outcomes should be made available- to local school auth
orities and teachers.
3.

A curriculum study team should be established

with the specific intention of inservicing teachers and
administrators in the strategies and techniques of cur
riculum revision.

It would be the specific task of this

study team to provide educators with the understanding ■
necessary to conduct local and regional revisions of the
United States history curriculum.

The results of this

study, as well as the outcomes of the state-wide needs
assessment, could serve as a partial springboard for the
initiation of local curriculum projects in United States
history.
4.

It is recommended that a formal and regular

process be established whereby high school social studies
teachers and college/university history and education pro
fessors meet to discuss matters of mutual concern to
include the United States history curriculum.

An approp

riate forum regarding such cross-fertilization is already
established in the form of the Montana Council for the
Social Studies.

For- such a recommendation to be satis

fied, however, participation.would have to be broadened
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and the organizational focus adjusted and intensified.
5.

Content selection as it relates to historical

knowledge has been a continual problem for the high school
United States history teacher.

It is for this reason

..

that methods courses should be designed to assist pre
service teachers not only in developing the appropriate
teaching strategies and techniques, but also in providing
prospective teachers with the knowledge necessary to make
sound judgments regarding content selection.

With these

things in mind,, then, it is recommended that the departr

ments of education and history at Montana's colleges and
universities coordinate closely as students are prepared
for the profession of social studies education.

It

should be kept in mind that nearly 80.0% of Montana's
United States history teachers reported having received
their most recent degree at one of Montana's colleges or
universities.

If Montana's social studies teachers con

tinue to stay at "home" to teach, then Montana's institu
tions of higher learning can certainly have a large
impact on the future course o f ■social studies education in
Montana.
6.

.
It is recommended that additional research be
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designed and initiated with the general purpose of deter
mining the extent to which discrepancies appear between
what social studies teachers judge to be "preferred" and
what is in fact "actual."

To be specific, it is recom

mended that a study be. designed to surface those consid
erations that contributed to the apparent discrepancy that
was reported concerning the emphasis of topical themes
within Montana's United States history program.

Consid

erations should be given to at least the following ele
ments as having contributed to the said discrepancy:
adequate teaching time, appropriate teaching strategies
and techniques, teacher expertise, adequate materials and
equipment,

student readiness and motivation, administra

tive support, teacher attitude and interest, and topical
selection.
7.

It is further recommended that this study be

expanded to include an investigation into the criteria
employed by the respondents to make judgments concerning
the relative value of United States history topics.
8.

Since United States history is required by

section 312.2 of the Standards' for Accreditation of
Montana Schools, it is recommended that the Office of
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Public Instruction be given the responsibility, of develop
ing a process whereby a course syllabus is made available
to school authorities and United States history teachers.
It is not recommended that the syllabus be mandated for
public school use, but that it be developed to serve as a
course guideline or resource.

The curriculum guide should

include not only the findings of this study, but also all
of the materials and visual aids that are available
through the Office of Public Instruction.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY OF. JUDGMENTS OF UNITED STATES HISTORY TEACHERS AS TO
THE TOPICAL' CONTENT FOR A COURSE IN UNITED STATES HISTORY
Please indicate the relative importance of each of
the following topics in United States history by using the
rating scale one to fo u r . Importance does not imply that
a particular topic could not make some historical contri
bution, but, given a variety of limitations including a
180-day school y e a r , all topics probably could not be sel
ected for inclusion in a United States history course.
Please assume that you are selecting topics for inclusion
in a one-year United States history course of high school
juniors.
One of the purposes of this study is to determine
if a discrepancy exists between those topics teachers feel
should ideally be included in a United States history
course and those topics, given existing conditions, that
can practically be presented.
Therefore it will be nec
essary to evaluate each topic two times. The first eval
uation should be made by circling the number preceding
each topic that indicates its relative importance if the
perfect or IDEAL conditions could be established.
Please
remember the 180-day school year restriction.
Then using the space following each topic, make
the second evaluation by circling the number that indi
cates the relative importance of each topic given the
existing or ACTUAL conditions and course content.
In the appropriate column, please circle a
"4" if you feel the topic is ESSENTIAL and must be included
"3" if you feel the topic is DESIRABLE and could be in
cluded.
"2" if you feel the topic is LESS ESSENTIAL and could be
omitted.
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"I" if you feel the topic is LEAST DESIRABLE and should be
omitted.
Note:

Please feel free1 to use the space following each
to delete or add to the content items. Additional
comments are w e lco m e . Please use the bottom of the
page or reverse side.
Thank you.

Ideal

Topics

Actual

4 3 2 1

(I.)

The European Experience (influence
of the crusades; the renaissance
and- the growth of commerce; the
discovery, exploration, and colt
onization of the New W o r l d ) .

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(2.)

The English Colonies 1607-1763
(settlers gain a foothold in
Virginia; religious toleration.
and the settlement of New
England; proprietors establish
and settle the middle and

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(3.)

Colonial Life in the New World
1607-1789. (how the colonists made
a living; social and cultural
life in the colonies; beginnings
of slavery; the Native American
contribution and resistance;
colonial education).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(4.)

The Development of Self Government in the I7th-I8th Century
(types of colonies; rights of
Englishmen; Mayflower Compact;
town meetings; regulating the
colonial economy; freedom of
religion and p r e s s ) . •

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(5.)

The Road to Revolution 17001776 (Taxation and acts of
parliament; British authority
v. colonial rights; general
causes of the American
Revolution).

4 3 2 1

■
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Ideal

Topics

Actual

4 3 2 1

(6.)

The War for Independence 17701783 (Declaration of
. Independence; the war and French
support; the peace treaty and.
results).

4 3 2 1

4 32

I

(7.)

The Creation of the Federal
.Union 1777-1789 (Articles of
Confederation; formation of
state governments; framing and
ratifying the constitution).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 I

(8.)

The New Government at Work
1789-1800 (establishing the
new government; Hamilton and
Jefferson and differing phil
osophies; the rise of political
parties).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 I

(9.)

The Jeffersonians in Power
1800-1821 (the purchase of
Louisiana; the conflict with
Tripoli; establishing United
States boundaries; the impact
of the Napoleonic w a r s ; the
Burr Conspiracy).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 I (10.)

The War of 1812 (causes; the
war; the results).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

Economic Transformation of the
United States 1815-1860 (dis
putes over the tariff; banking
improvements; increasing settle
ment of the west; improvements in
transportation; changes in agri
culture and industry).

4 3 2 1

(11.)
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Ideal

Topics.

Actual

4 3 2 1

(12.) Rise of Nationalism 1776-1828.
4 3 2 1
(the protective tariff; decisions
of the Supreme Court and John
Marshall; the Monroe Doctrine;
improvements in transportation; the
- national bank issue; the Native
American question).

4 3 2 1

(13.) The Age of Jackson 1828-1844
(nationalism v. sectionalism; '
growth of democracy; war,on the
bank; rise of the Whigs; the Panic
of 1837; the Independent Treasury
System).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(14.) Manifest Destiny and Territorial
Expansion 1803-1850 (settling the
Louisiana territory; war for
Texas independence; conflict in
the Oregon country; Mormon set
tlement in U t a h ) . ■

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(15.) The Mexican-American War 1846-1848
(the immediate causes; the war;
the results).

4 3 2 I

4 3 2 1

(16.) The Controversy Over Slavery
'1820-1861 (Missouri Compromise;
Kansas Nebraska Act; Dred Scott
Decision; Lincoln Douglas Debate;
Compromise of 1850) .

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(17.) Reforms and Cultural Achievements
Pre-Civil War Period (abolition
movements; education; socialism;
w o m e n ’s rights; novelists, poets,
essayists, inventors, artists).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(18.) The Civil War (the immediate
causes; the war; the results).

4 3 2 1

I
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Ideal

Topics

Actual

4 3 2 1

(19.) The Industrial Revolution 17891861 (from the handicraft to the
factory system; immigration from
1815).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(20.) The Reconstruction Period 18651877 (dealing with the defeated
. South; Radical Reconstruction;
lasting effects).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

(21.) Settlement of the West 1848-1891
4 3 2 1
(the last Native American frontier;
the Homestead Acts; the land rushes;
cattle trails and cowboys; farming
on the Great Plains; the gold rushes).

4 3 2 1

(22.) The Revolt of the Farmers 18654 3 2 1
' 1890 (the Grange Movement and
railroads; the money questions .
and the populists; threats to the
gold standard; the election of 1898
and the aftermath).

4 3 2 1

(23.) Workers and Immigrants 1865-1917
(immigrants after, the 1880's; the
need for labor unions; the rise of
labor unions; the American
Federation of Labo r ) .

4 3 2 1

(24.) The Growth of Industrialization
4 3 2 1
' and Urbanization 1860-1910. (cities
spread across the nation; corruption
and reformation in ur-an Ame r i c a ;
city planners and urban landscape).

4 3 2 1

(25.) Social and Cultural Trends in the
4 3 2 1
Guilded Age 1865-1914 (American
education grows and changes; evolu
tionary ideas change American thought;
literature moves toward realism).

4 3 2 1
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Ideal

Topics

<v •

Actual

4 3 2 1

(26.) The Spanish-American War 1898
(causes; the war; the results).

4 3 2 1

(27.) The United States and World
•
.4 3 2 1
Affairs 1898-1908 (the Open Door
Policy and China; the Russo-Japanese
War and the Portsmouth Treaty; the
"Gentlemen's Agreement"; acquisitions
in t h e .Pacific).

4 3 2 1

(28.) The Progressive Movement 19004 3 2 1
1917 (the attack on the conscience
of the nation; the battle for reforms;
Theodore Roosevelt speaks for
Progressivism; Taft, Wilson and
Progressivism).

4 3 2 1

(29.) The Caribbean and United States
Control 1898-1917 (the Platt
Amendment and Cuba; the creation
of the Panama Canal; Dollar
Diplomacy; Wilson and the Mexican
Revolution).

4 3 2 1

.(30.) World War I and Versailles
(causes; United States involve
ment; results).

4 3 2 1

(31.) Social and Cultural Trends During
4 3 2 1
the Twenties 1919-1929 (the "Red
Scare" and deportation; the city
challenges traditional American
values; the literature, art, and
poetry; an era of sport; the arrival
of the radio).

4 3 2 1

(32.) Republicans' Political and
Economic Policies 1920-1932
(Coolidge, prosperity and integ
rity; the Harding scandals; boom
and bust; Hoover and the "Great
Depression").

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

-i

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

-t

Ita
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Ideal
4 3 2 1

Topics
(33.) Foreign Policy in the 1920's
("outlawing" war; war debts; the
Washington Conference; Japan in
China; withdrawal from the
Caribbean).

Actual
4 3 2 1

.4 3 2 1

(34.) Launching^ the New Deal 19334 3 2 1
•1938 (the New Deal programs of
relief, recovery, and reform; the
New Deal gains then loses strength).

4 3 2 1

(35.),Social and Cultural Trends in the
4 3 2 1
Great Depression 1930-1940 (the
depression changes the social
outlook and environment; the visual
arts strive for realism and humanism;
the popular taste reflects a need
for escape).

4 3 2 1

(36.) World Events Challenge American
4 3 2 1
Foreign Policy 1931-1941 (isola
tionism and neutrality; Japanese
aggression; Italian and German
fascism; the war in Europe and A s i a ) .

4 3 2 1

(37.) The United States in World War II
4 3 2 1
1941-1945 (Pearl Harbor and United
States involvement; life in the
United States; Pacific and European
Theaters;.the end of isolationism;
peace).

4 3 2 1

(38.) The Cold War from Yalta to Korea*
4 3 2 1
1945-1952 (the end of the "Grand
Alliance"; hope and despair in post
war Europe; the Truman Doctrine and
Marshall Pla n s ; adoption of the
Containment Policy; Communism and
China; Cold War intensifies in the
West; Americans go to war in Kore a ) .
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Ideal

Topics

..

Actual

4 3 2 1

(39.) The Post-war Years at Home 19454 3 2 1
1961 (demobilization is followed
by remobilization;. Truman and the
Fair Deal; the Cold War is waged at
home; Eisenhower creates the business-,
man:':s administration; the Warren
Court assumes an activist rol e ) .

4 3 2 1

(40.) The Cold War from Korea to the
4 3 2 1
Missile Crisis 1953-1963 (the
United States faces new crises in
Asia and Africa; the United States
and Russia; a "Peaceful Coexistence;
the Cold War and Latin America).

4 3 2 1

(41.) A Changing American Civilization
4 3 2 1
1945- (affluence grows after the
■ war; changing social attitudes; the
problems of American cities; the
rising crime r a t e ; the critics
examine the affluent society).

4 3 2 1

(42.) The Turbulent Sixties 1960-1968
(ethnic minorities revolt; Kennedy
and the "New Frontier";'Johnson
works toward the "Great Society";
1968 becomes a year of turmoil and
tragedy).

4 3 2 1

(43.) Vietnam and the Cold War Since. 1963 4 3 2 I
(causes; the war; and results).

4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1. (44.) The United States Moves into the
4 3 2 1
Seventies (foreign policy; the
economics of inflation; the politics
of Watergate; social issues and con
sequences) .
/

4 3 2 1

(45.) Suggested area not included above:

4 3 2 1
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Ideal
4 3 2 1

Topics

Actual

(46.) Suggested area not included above:

.4 3 2

I

**********************************************************
Please complete the following.question related to the ideal
and actual amount of teaching time allocated to periods of
United States history.
47.
Given the limitations of 180-day (36 week total)
school year, please indicate in the left column the ideal
number.of weeks of teaching time that should be devoted
to teach of the" following periods of history.
Given the
same 180-day limitation (36 week total), please indicate '
in the right column the actual number of weeks that are
devoted to each of the same periods of history.
Please
remember to presume a 36 week limitation.
Ideal
1.

Actual
__^

European beginnings to the Colonial
I;
Period.
2.
_The Revolutionary War to Appomattox
2.
Courthouse (1776-1865)
3.
The Reconstruction Period to W o r l d '
3.
War I (1866-1914)
4.
___ World War I to World War II (1914-1941). 4.
5.
___ World War II to present (1941-1978)
5.
.**36 week total
**36 week total
Please check one optional response for each of the follow
ing questions.
48.

A course in United States history is currently re- '
quired of Montana high school students.
Do you be
lieve that a course in United States history should:
____ I. be required of all students.
2

be offered only as an elective.

____ 3. be discontinued as a course of study.
____A ;. be offered according to the judgments of each
local school b o a r d .
____ 5. Other, please specify

'
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49.
"

In your j u d g m e n t s w h a t , if any, should be the minimum
number.of quarter credits a Montana teacher should be
required to take as a pre-requisite for teaching
eleventh grade United States history.
____ I. 1-10 quarter credits of United States history.
____ 2. 11-20 quarter credits of United States history.
____ 3. 21-29 quarter credits of United States history.
4.

More than 29 quarter credits of United States
history.

____ 5. No specific minimum of quarter credits in
United States history should be required.
50.

In Montana today, United States history courses are
offered largely on a full year (two semester) basis. .
In your judgment, what is the ideal length for an
eleventh grade course in United States history.
____ I. a full year.
____ 2. one semester (half y e a r ) .
____ 3. nine weeks..
■____ 4. Other, please specify '

51.

..... ...... .........

Most United States history courses are offered to
eleventh grade students.
In your judgment, at what
grade level' should a course in United States history
be offered at the secondary level.
____ I. 12th grade.
____ 2. Ilth grade.
____ 3. IOth grade.
____ 4 .

9 th grade.

____ 5. Other, please s p e c i f y .........................
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Please complete the following questions dealing with per
sonal biographical d a t a .
52.

Education and Preparation:
D e g r e e (s ) College/University

53.

Major

Minor

How many college or university credits (graduate or
undergraduate) have you earned in the general field of
social studies?
.
____ I. quarter credits
.____ 2. semester credits

54.

How many college or university credits (graduate or
undergraduate) have you earned in United States his
tory?
____ I. quarter credits
___ 2. semester credits

55.

How many years of high school teaching.experience have
you had (including the current year)?
____ years

56.

Of these years of high school teaching experience, how
'many years have you taught United States history
courses (including the current year)?
years

57.

Would you like a copy of the results of this study
mailed to you before the end of this academic year?
____ I. yes
2. no .
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APPENDIX B
SURVEY OF JUDGMENTS OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY UNITED STATES
HISTORY.': PROFESSORS AS TO THE TOPICAL CONTENT FOR AN
ELEVENTH GRADE COURSE IN UNITED STATES HISTORY
V' Please indicate the relative importance of each of
the following topics in United States history by using the
rating scale one to four.
Importance does not imply that
a particular topic could not make some historical contribu
tion, but, given a variety of limitations including a 180day school year, all topics probably could not be selected
for inclusion.in a United States history course.
Please
assume that you are selecting topics for inclusion in a
one year United States history course of high school
juniors.
In the space following each topic please circle a
"4" if you feel the topic is ESSENTIAL and must, be included.
"3" if you feel the topic is DESIRABLE and could be in
cluded.
"2" if you feel the topic is LESS ESSENTIAL and could be
omitted.
"I" if you feel the topic is LEAST DESIRABLE and should be
omitted.
Note:

Please feel free to use the space following each
topic to delete or add to the content items. Addi
tional comments are welcome.
Please use the bottom
of the page or reverse side.
Thank y o u .
Topics

Scale
(

I.

The European Experience (influence of the
crusades; the renaissance and the growth of
commerce; the discovery, exploration, and
colonization of the New W o r l d ) .

4 3 2 1
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Topics
2.

The English Colonies 1607-1763 (settlers
gain a foothold in Virginia; religious
toleration and the settlement of New England;
proprietors establish and settle the middle
and Southern colonies).

Scale
4 3 2 1

Colonial Life in the New World 1607-1789
(how the colonists made a living; social and
' cultural life in the colonies; beginnings of
slavery; the Native American contribution
and resistance; colonial education).

4 3 2 1

4.. The Development of. Self Goverment in the '
17 th-18 th- Century (types of. colonies ; rights
of Englishmen; Mayflower Compact; town
meetings; regulating the colonial economy;
freedom of religion and pre s s ) .

4. 3 2 I

5.

The Road to Revolution 1700-1776 (taxation
a.nd acts of parliament; British authority
v. colonial rights; general causes of the
American Revolution).

4 3 2 1

6.

4 3 2 1
The War for Independence 1770-1783
(Declaration of Independence; the war and
French support; the peace treaty and results).

7.

The Creation of the Federal Union 1777.1789 (Articles of Confederation; formation
of state governments; framing and ratifying
the constitution).

.4 3 2 I

8.

The New Government at Work 1789-1800 (estab■lishing the new government; Hamilton and
Jefferson and differing philosophies; the
rise of political parties).

4.3 2 I

3.

9.

The Jeffersonians in Power 1800-1821 (the
purchase of Louisiana; the conflict with
Tripoli; establishing United States boun
daries; the impact of the Napoleonic wars;
the Burr Conspiracy).

4. 3 a I
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Topics
10. The War of 1812
results).

(causes; the war; the

Scale
.4 3 2 1

11. Economic Transformation of the United
States 1815-1860 (disputes over the tariff;
banking improvements; increasing settlement
of the west; improvements in transportation;
changes in.agriculture and industry).

4 3 2 1

12. Rise of Nationalism 1776-1828 (the protec
tive tariff; decisions of the Supreme Court
and John Marshall; the Monroe Doctrine;
improvements in transportation; the national
bank issue; the Native American question).

4 3 2 1

13. The Age of Jackson 1828-1844 (nationalism
v. sectionalism; growth of democracy; war on
the bank; rise of the Whigs; the Panic of ■
1837; the Independent Treasury System).

4 3 2 1

14. Manifest Destiny and Territorial Expansion
1803-1850 (settling the Louisians territory;
war for Texas independence; conflict in the
Oregon country;. Mormon settlement in Utah).

4 3 2 1

15. The Mexican-American War 1846-1848 (the
immediate causes; the war; the results).

4 3 2 1

16. The Controversy Over Slavery 1820-1861
(Missouri Compromise; Kansas Nebraska Act;
Dred Scott Decision; Lincoln Douglas Debate;
Compromise of 1850).

4 3 2 1

17. Reforms and Cultural Achievements Pre-Civil
War Period (abolition movements; education;
women's rights' novelists, poets, essayists,
inventors, artists).

4 3 2 1

18. The Civil War
results).

4 3 2 1

(the immediate causes; the
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Topics

Scale

19. The Industrial Revolution 1789-1861, (from
the handicraft to the factory system;
immigration from 1815).

4 3 2 1

20. The Reconstruction Period 1865-1877
,(dealing with the defeated South; Radical
Reconstruction; lasting effects).

4 3 2 1

21. Settlement of the West 1848-1891 (the last
Native American frontier; the Homestead
Acts; the, land rushes; cattle trails and
cowboys; farming on the Great Plains; the
gold rushes). . .

4 3 2 1

22. The Revolt of the Farmers 1865-1890 (the
Grange Movement and railroads; the money
questions and the populists; threats to the
gold standard; the election of '189 8 and the
aftermath).

4 3 2 1

23. Workers and Immigrants 1865-1917 (immigrants
after the 1880's1 the need for labor unions;
the rise of labor unions; the American
Federation of Labor).

4 3 2 1

24. The Growth of Industrialization and
Urbanization 1860-1910 (cities spread across
the nation; corruption and reformation in
urban America; city planners and urban
landscape).

4 3 2 1

25. Social and Cultural Trends in the Guilded
Age 1865-1914 (American education grows and
changes; evolutionary ideas change American
thought; literature moves toward realism).

4 3 2 1

26. The Spanish-American War 1898 .(causes; the
war; the results).

4 3 2 1
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Topics

Scale

27. The United States and World Affairs 1 8 9 8 - .
1908 (the Open Door Policy and China; the
Russo-Japanese War and the Portsmouth
Treaty; the "Gentlemen's Agreement";
acquisitions -in the Pacific).

4 3 2 1

28. The Progressive Movement 19 00-1917
(the
attack on the conscience of the nation;
the battle for reforms; Theodore Roosevelt
speaks for Progressivism; Taft, Wilson, and
Progressivism).

4 3/2 I

29. The Caribbean and United States Control
4 3 2 1
1898-1917 (the Platt Amendment and C u b a ;
the creation of the Panama Canal; Dollar
Diplomacy; Wilson, and the Mexican Revolution).
30. World War !_ and Versailles (causes; United
States involvement; results).

4 3 2 1

31. Social a n d ,Cultural Trends During the
Twenties 1919-1929 (the "Red Scare" and
deportation; the city challenges tradi
tional American values; the literature,
art, and poetry; an era of sport; the
arrival of the radio).

4 3'21

4 3 2 1
32. Republicans1 Political and Economic Policies
1920-1932 (Coolidge, prosperity and integrity;
the Harding scandals; boom and bust; Hoover
and the "Great Depression").
33. Foreign Policy in the 1 9 2 0 1s ("outlawing"
war; war debts; the Washington Conference;
Japan in China; withdrawal from the
::L
Caribbean).

4 3 2 1

34. Launching the New Deal 1933-1938 (the New
Deal programs of relief, recovery, and
reform; the New Deal gains then loses
' strength).

4 3 2 1
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' ’1

'

Topics

. Scale

35. Social and Cultural Trends in the Great
Depression 1930-1940 (the depression
changes the social outlook and environment;
the visual arts strive for realism and
humanism; the popular taste reflects a need
for escape).

4 3 2 1

36. World Events Challenge American Foreign
Policy 1931-1941 (isolationism.and neutral
ity; Japanese aggression; Italian and
German fascism; the war in Europe and
Asia) .

4 3 2 1

37. The United States in World War II 1941-1945
4 3 2 1
(Pearl Harbor and United States involvement;
life in the United States; Pacific and European
Theaters; the end of isolationism; peace).
38. The Cold War from Yalta to Korea 1945-1952
4 3 2 1
(the end of the "Grand Alliance"; hope and
despair in post-war Europe; the Truman Doctrine
and Marshall P l a n s ; .adoption of the Containment
Policy; Communism and China; Cold War intensifies
in the West; Americans go to war in Korea).
39. The Post-war Years at Home 1945-1961 (demob4 3 2 1
ilization is followed by remobilization;
Truman and the Fair Deal; the Cold War is
waged at home; Eisenhower creates the business
man's administration; the Warren Court assumes
an activist r o l e ) .
40. The Cold War from Korea to the Missile Crisis
1953-1963 (the United States faces new crises
in Asia and Africa; the United States and
Russia; a "Peaceful Coexistence"; the Cold
War and Latin America).

4 3 2 1

41. A Changing American Civilization 1945(affluence grows after the war; changing
social attitues; the problems of American
cities; the rising crime rate; the critics
examine the affluent society).

4 3 2 1
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Topics

Scale

42. The Turbulent Sixties 1960-1968 (ethnic
minorities revolt; Kennedy and the "New
Frontier"; Johnson works toward the "Great
Society"; 1968 becomes a year of turmoil and
tragedy).

.4 3 2 1

43. Vietnam and the Cold War Since 1963
(causes; the war; a n d 'results).

4 3 2 1

44. The United States Moves into the Seventies
(foreign policy; the economics of infla
tion; the politics of Watergate; social
issues and consequences).

.

4 3 2 1

45. Suggested area not.included abo v e :

4 3 2 1

46. Suggested area not included h e r e ;

4 3 2 1

**********************************************************
47. Given the limitations of a 180-day .school year, please
indicate the ideal percentage (%) of teaching time
that should be devoted to each of the following
periods of history.
1. _____ ■: European beginnings to the Colonial Period.
2.

The Revolutionary War to Appomattox Courthouse
(1776-1865).

3.

The Reconstruction Period to World War I
(1866-1914).

4

.

5.

_____ World War I to World War II (1914-1941).
World War II to Present

100%

I

(1941-1978).
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Please check one optional response for each of the fol
lowing questions.
48.

A course in United States' history is currently re
quired of Montana high school students. Do you '
believe that a course in United States history should:
____ I. be.required of all students.
____ 2. be offered only as an elective.
____ 3. be discontinued as a course of study.
____ 4. be offered according to the judgments of each
local school board.
____ 5. Other, please specify_______________ ^
__________.

49. In your judgment, ,■ what, if any, should be the min
imum number of quarter credits a Montana teacher
should be required to take a s 'a pre-requisite for
teaching eleventh grade United States history.
____ I. 1-10 quarter credits of United States history.
____ 2. 11-20 quarter credits of United States history.
3. 21-29 quarter credits of United States history.
____ 4. More than 29 quarter credits of United States
history.
____ 5. No ■specific minimum of quarter credits in
United States history should be required. .
50. In.Montana today, United States history courses are
offered largely on a full year (two semester) basis.
In your judgment, what is the ideal length for an
eleventh grade course in United States history.
____ I. a full year.
____ 2. one semester (half year) .
____ 3. nine weeks.
____ 4. Other, please specify.......... ............
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51. Most United States history courses a r e ioffered to
eleventh grade students. In your judgment, at what,
grade level should a course in United States history
be offered at the secondary level.
____ I. 12th grade.
____ 2 . Ilth grade.
____ 3. IOth grade.
____ 4.

9th grade.

____ 5. Other,

please specify_________

Please complete the following questions dealing with per
sonal biographical d a t a .
52. Educational background:
Degrees

Major Area of Study

53. Years of teaching experience:
____ years at the high school level.
____ years at the college/university level.
54. Have you taught United States history at the high
school level?
____ y e s , for ____ years
____ no
55. Have you taught United States history or related
courses at the college or university level?
____ y e s , for ____ years.
no.
56. Your title or position

;
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APPENDIX C
LETTER TO TEACHERS

January 12, 1979

Dear
The Department of Secondary Education and Foundations
at Montana State University is sponsoring research to
compare the judgments of Montana':s high school United
States history teachers, and the judgments of Montana's
college and university United States history professors
regarding the topical content for an eleventh grade
course in United States history.
Your judgments are of immense value to the study pre
sently being conducted because, as an experienced high
school teacher, you have knowledge of an existing United
States history program.
With the increasing "information
and materials explosion" it is impossible for us to in
clude all potential topics in a one year United States
history course.
It is important, yet difficult, to deter
mine what must be included and what must be excluded.
Therefore, a list of potential course topics is presented
for your analysis.
The topics enumerated in this study
surfaced by comparing the striking areas of concentration
found in a variety of high school United States history
tex t s .
Would you please take a few minutes to complete the
survey and return it to me in the.enclosed self-addressed,
stamped envelope by February 2, 1979? No names of schools
or individuals will be used.
The number appearing on
the questionnaire is simply a way o f .determing who has
returned the instrument.
If you wish to receive a thorough report of the
findings of this study, please indicate your preference on
the last question of the survey." The results of the study
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should prove both interesting and timely because you will
receive your copy before the close of this academic year.
I thank you in advance for your valued assistance in
this study. I believe that together we can develop a
valuable tool that will be useful to those of us respon
sible for teaching United States history in Montana.
Sincerely y o u r s ,

Tim J . Carman
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APPENDIX D
LETTER TO PROFESSORS

January 12, 1979
Dear
The Department of Secondary Education and Foundations
at Montana State University is sponsoring research to
compare the judgments of Montana's high school United
States history teachers and the judgments of Montana's
college and university United States history professors ■
regarding the topical content for an eleventh grade course
in United States history.
Your judgments are of immense "value to the study cur
rently being conducted, because as a professional histor
ian, your understanding of United States history and
related areas can provide Montana's high school United
States history teachers with valued assistance relative
to content selection.
In 1975, a joint committee of the Organization of
American Historians and the American Historical
Association reported that history in American public schools was in a "state of crisis" and that enrollment
"had been continually taking serious downturns".
In
1976, Richard S . Kirkendall, chairman of that joint com
mittee and the Executive Secretary of the Organization of
American Historians, suggested that the many problems
highlighted in the 1975 study could be eased with a
greater effort at cooperation between educators at the
high school and college levels.
It is part of the purpose
of this study, then, to stimulate that kind of cooperation
in Montana initially as it related to the general, category
of content selection.
In that regard, a list of potential
course topics is presented for your analysis.
The topics
enumerated in this study were surfaced by comparing the
striking areas of concentration found in a variety of
high school United States history texts.
In addition, the
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instrument has been pilot tested for reliability and
judged to be stable.
Would you please take a few minutes to complete
the survey and return it to me in the enclosed, selfaddressed, stamped'envelope by February 2, 1979? No
names of individuals or colleges will be used.
The
number appearing on the questionnaire is simply a way
of determining who has returned the instrument.
You will receive a thorough report of the findings
of the study which I trust you will find both interesting
and useful.
I thank you in advance for
this study.
With your help, it
able tool can be developed that
responsible for teaching United
Montana's high schools.

your valued assistance in
is believed that a valu
will assist those of us
States history in
Sincerely yours,

Tim J . Carman
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APPENDIX E
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO TEACHERS

February 2, 1979
Dear
This is just a note reminding you that the Department
of Secondary Education and Foundations has asked your co
operation in a study currently being conducted to, compare
the judgments of Montana's high school United. States his- .
tofy teachers and the judgments of Montana's college and
university United States history professors regarding the
topical content for an eleventh grade course in United
States history.
While the early results relative to data collection
have been positive, a higher rate of return is still
needed for the study to be regarded as reliable.
It is
for this reason that you are urged to please complete the
questionnaire as soon as possible.
As a classroom teach
er I can understand how consuming education can be but
your help is crucial and deeply appreciated.
If you have
misplaced the original instrument, please notify me and
an additional copy will be sent immediately.
It might be useful for you to know that part of the
purpose of this study is to initiate a degree o f .coopera
tion between educators at the high school and college
levels in Montana.It remains possible that through,
cross-fertilization, both educational levels could be
strengthened.
Again, your assistance is sincerely appreciated.
Please take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire
and return it as soon as possible.
Thanks again for your
h e l p ] ! !,
Sincerely yours,

Tim J . Carman
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APPENDIX F
FOLLOW-UP LETTER TO PROFESSORS

February 2 , 1979
Dear
This is just a note reminding you that the Department
of Secondary Education and Foundations at Montana State .
University has asked your cooperation in a study currently
being conducted to compare the judgments of Montana's high
school United States history teachers to the judgments of
Montana's college and university history professors re- v
garding the topical content for an eleventh grade course
in United States history.
While the early results relative to data collection
have been positive, a higher rate of return is still needed
for the study to be regarded as reliable.
It is for this
reason that you are urged to please participate by complet
ing the questionnaire as soon as possible.
I know that a
variety of professional activities has placed a demand on
your time but your help is crucial and deeply appreciated.
If you have misplaced the original instrument please notify
me and an additional copy will be sent immediately.
As was pointed out earlier, part of the purpose of 1'■.
this study is to initiate a broad based cooperation be
tween educators at the high school and college levels.
It remains possible that your professional judgments can
be of assistance to high school teachers relative to
content selection.
Again, your help is sincerely appreciated.
Please
take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire and
return it as soon as possible.
Thanks again for your
assistance I I!
Sincerely you r s ,

Tim J . Carman
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